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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
Pursuant to section 78A-3-102(3)(j) of the Utah Code Annotated, the Supreme 
Court of Utah had original appellate jurisdiction over this appeal. On January 29, 2015, 
in accordance with rule 42(a) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure and section 78A-
3-102(4) of the Utah Code Annotated, the Supreme Court of Utah transferred its 
jurisdiction over this appeal to this Court. Section 78A-4-103(2)(j) gives this Court 
~ jurisdiction over this appeal. 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES & STANDARD OF REVIE,v 
Appellant Shauna Badger ("Badger") appeals the Fourth Judicial District Court's 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order Granting Motion to Enforce Settlement 
Agreement and Declaring Case Closed ("Court's Order"). The Court's Order was 
entered after finding that a string of text messages between Badger and 
Appellee/Defendant Dustin MacGillivray' s ("MacGillivray") constituted a valid 
agreement that settled all claims and disputes among themselves and that even if Badger 
had been mistaken of the settlement amount, such a unilateral mistake did not satisfy the 
elements required to remand or rescind the settlement agreement. See Court's Order, a 
copy of which has been included in the Addendum as Exhibit ''A", R. 630-632. 
'"The decision of a trial court to summarily enforce a settlement agreement will 
not be reversed on appeal unless it is shown that there was an abuse of discretion."' 
Goodmansen v. Liberty Vending Sys., Inc., 866 P.2d_581,_584 (Utah Ct. App. 1993) 
. . . : . .:- ~: : : : ~.=·~ - . -~ ~ . : -: . 
(quoting Zions First Nat'! Bankv. Barbara Jensen Interiors, Inc., 781 P.2d 478,479 
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(Utah App. 1989) (internal quotations and citations omitted). 
On appeal, Badger asserts that the settlement agreement should be rescinded or 
remanded because the district court erred and abused its discretion by: (i) relying on 
Tracy-Collins v. Travelstead, 592 P .2d 607 (Utah 1979); (ii) finding that the settlement 
agreement included adequate consideration; and (iii) entering a conflicting order. Based 
on the evidence presented to the district court, the Court's Order, and the contents of the 
Brief of Appellant filed by Badger ("Badger's Brief'), the issues relevant to this appeal 
can be appropriately summarized into the issues listed below. 
Issue No. 1: Did the district court err by relying on Tracy-Collins to find that the 
question raised in MacGillivray' s Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement was a 
question of law for the court to decide. 
Standard of Review: Whether the district court correctly relied on Tracy-Collins 
is a question of law and therefore the standard of review is for Correctness. See Daniels 
v. Gamm.a T¥est Brachytherapy, LLC, 2009 UT 66, ,r 46, 221 P.3d 256, 270 (stating that 
"the district court's interpretation of ... statutes [ ] and the conunon law are questions of 
law that we review for correctness.") (citing Ellis v. Estate of Ellis, 2007 UT 77, if 6, 169 
P.3d 441,443 (Utah 2007)). 
Issue No. 2: Did Badger preserve the issue of whether the settlement agreement 
inch.~ded adequate consideration~ 
Standard of Review:. Although not addressed_or raised below,_whether Badger ___ _ 
preserved the issue of adequate consideration for. appeal is detem1ined by the appellate 
2 
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court's review of the record to see if the district couit had "notice of [the] issue and [was] 
provide[ d] ... an opportunity to rule on it" because "the issue [was] specifically raised, in 
a timely manner, and [ was] supported by evidence and relevant legal authority." 
Donjuan v. McDermott, 2011 UT 72, iJ 20, 266 P.3d 839, 843. If the appellate court finds 
that the district court did not have the level of notice required for an issue to be preserved, 
it then reviews the asserting party's opening brief to determine whether an exception to 
the general preservation rule was plead and warranted. See Id. at ,I 22; See also State v. 
Robinson, 2014 UT App 114, ,I 12, 327 P.3d 589, 592 (holding "we will not consider 
matters raised for the first time in the reply brief."). 
Issue No. 3: Because Badger's Brief fails to assert that an exception applies to the 
general rule that issues not preserved will not be considered on appeal, can Badger assert 
such exception in her reply brief. 
Standard of Review: Although not addressed or raised below, whether Badger's 
Brief failed to assert an exception to the preservation rule and is therefore prohibited from 
asserting such an argument in her reply brief is determined by the appellate court's 
review of her opening brief to see if it articulated the justification of reviewing an 
unpreserved issue. See Robinson, 2014 UT App at ,I 12 (quoting State v. T.Veaver, 2005 
UT 49, 119, 122 P.3d 566 (holding "a party seeking appellate review of an unpreserved 
issue must 'articulate thejustification-for review-in the party's opening brief."'); See also 
Jones v. Mackey Price Thompsozi:-.& .Ostler, 20J5-UT 6.0.;:·iJ 15, 2015 WL. 4537128-(July ·· ·-· 
28, 2015) (quoting Coleman.ex. Rel Schefsld v .. -Stevens,:2000UT98,. 19, 17.P.3cill22) 
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(holding "[ o ]nly in his reply brief does he raise this issue, and ',;ve will not consider 
matters raided for the first time in the reply brief."'). 
Issue No. 4: If Badger preserved the issue of whether the settlement agreement 
included adequate consideration, did the district comi err in finding that the settlement 
agreement included adequate consideration. 
Standard of Review: Whether the district court's holding that the settlement 
agreement included adequate consideration is a mixed question of fact and law. 
Consequently, the questions of fact are reviewed under a deferential clear error standard 
and the questions of law are reviewed for Correctness. See A!eadow Valley Contractors, 
Inc. v. State Dept. of Transp., 2011 UT 35, ,r13, 266 P.3d 671,676 (holding ''\,;le review 
questions of fact under a deferential clear error standard, but grant no deference to 
questions of law."). 
Issue No. 5: Did Badger preserve the issue of whether the Court's Order is in 
· conformity with itself and the ruling from the bench. 
Standard of Review: Although not addressed or raised below, whether Badger 
preserved the issue of whether the Court's Order is in conformity with itself and the 
ruling from the bench is determined by the appellate court's review of the record to see if 
the district court had "notice of [the] issue and [was] provide[d] ... an opportunity to rule 
. on it'~ because "the issue [was]-specificallyraised,-ina timely-manner; and [wasJ--
supported by evidence and relevant legal authority.'.'-_.Do,yuan v. McDermott,-2011 UT . 
72, ,r 20,266 P.3d 839, 843;.See also 438 Main Street v. Easy Heat, Inc.., 2004 UT 72, ,r 
4 
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51, 99 P.3d 801, 813. If the appellate court finds that the district comt did not have the 
level of notice required for an issue to be preserved, it then reviews the asserting party's 
opening brief to determine whether an exception to the general preservation rule was 
plead. See Id. at~ 22; See also State v. Robinson, 2014 UT App 114, ~ 12, 327 P.3d 589, 
592 (holding "we will not consider matters raised for the first time in the reply brief."). 
Issue No. 5: Did the district court err by entering an order that conflicts with itself 
~ and with Judge McVey's bench ruling. 
Standard of Review: Although not raised or addressed below, whether the 
Court's Order conflicts with itself or with Judge Mc Vey' s bench ruling is a question of 
fact determined by the appellate court's review of the record. Upon review, the 
presumption is that the written order is correct unless the appealing party can 
affirmatively establish otherwise. See Evans v. State, 963 P .2d 177, 180 (Utah 1998) 
(holding "regardless of the language used during the hearing, the language in the court's 
final order is correct unless affirmatively shown otherwise."). 
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, 
ORDINANCES, RULES OR REGULATIONS 
There are no constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, rules or regulations 
whose interpretation is determinative or of central importance to this appeal. 
... 
- ........ - - . - - . - - . 
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STATElVIENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of Case and Procedural Historv. 
Prior to 2012 but after the Fourth Judicial District Court entered a Judgment by 
Confession against MacGillivray and in favor of Badger, MacGillivray became insolvent 
and was forced to file for bankruptcy. In response, Badger filed a complaint in 
MacGillivray's bankruptcy action. On January 27, 2012, the United States Bankruptcy 
Court for the District of Utah entered a default judgment against MacGillivray and in 
favor of Badger. Pursuant to the default judgment, the prior judgment was not to be 
discharged in MacGillivray's bankruptcy and was therefore re-a\\1arded to Badger, along 
with interest, fees and costs. 
In her fifth attempt at collecting on the judgment, Badger filed an application for 
and obtained a Writ of Execution from the Fourth Judicial District Court on July 16, 
2014. On July 31, 2014, MacGillivray was served with the Writ of Execution and had 
certain personal property seized and taken from his personal residence. On August 8, 
2014, in accordance with his legal rights, MacGillivray objected to the seizure because 
the majority of the property taken was exempt from seizure. A hearing was scheduled for 
August 25, 2014. 
Prior to the hearing and while the status of the seized property was still uncertain, 
Badger and MacGillivray began to negotiate a settlement of all claims. On August 22, 
2014, the parties finally settled all of their disputes by coming to terms of a settlement 
agreement. Days after terms of the agreement were finalized and reconfirmed by Badger, 
6 
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Badger attempted to repudiate the agreement. Therefore, MacGillivray proceeded by 
filing a Motion to Enforce the Settlement Agreement. 
Oral argument was held on December 3, 2014. Based on the evidence, the court 
held that a binding and enforceable settlement agreement had been reached between the 
parties. Badger argued that she had been mistaken in her offer of a settlement amount. 
The Court ruled that even if Badger had mistakenly communicated the amount of her 
~ offer, the mistake was unilateral and did not satisfy the elements required to reform or 
rescind the settlement agreement. On December 30, 2014, after receiving proposed 
orders from both parties, the Fourth Judicial District Court modified MacGillivray's 
proposed order and entered the Court's Order. 
On January 26, 2015, Badger filed her Notice of Appeal. 
B. Statement of Facts. 
1. On August 11, 2009, the Fourth Judicial District Court entered a Judgment 
by Confession against MacGillivary and in favor of Badger. (R. at 13-14). 
2. Due to his insolvency, MacGillivary was forced to file for bankruptcy on 
April 22, 2010. (R. at 94-95). 
3. On January 27, 2012, a default judgment was entered against MacGillivary 
and in favor of Badger in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah. 
(R. at 125-127, 633).-
4. On July 16, 2015, in an effort to execute on MacGillivray~s personal· 
property, Badger filed an application for and obtained a Writ of Execution in the Fourth 
7 
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Judicial District Comi. (R. at 116-122; Court's Order, included in Addendum as 
Exhibit "A" (R. 633)). The application and the Vvrit of Execution were based entirely 
on the indebtedness represented by the January 2 7, 2012, bankruptcy judgment. 
(Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 633)). 
5. Prior to the July I 6, 2015, Writ of Execution, Badger had obtained a Writ 
of Garnishment and two other Writ of Executions for the underlying judgment. (R. at 
15-23). 
6. On July 31, 2014, MacGillivray was served with the Writ of Execution and 
had certain personal prope11y seized and taken from his personal residence by a Deputy 
of the Utah County Sheriffs Office. (Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit 
"A" (R. at 633)). 
7. On August 8, 2014, MacGillivray objected to the seizure and filed a 
Request for Hearing, asserting that the majority of seized property was exempt from 
execution by virtue of being partially or wholly owned by another person. (R. at 129-
130, Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 633)). 
8. The hearing regarding the Writ of Execution and MacGillivray's objection 
to the seizure of certain property was scheduled for Monday, August 25, 2014. (R. at 
131, Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 633)). 
9. While the status of the seized property was still uncertain, Badger and 
MacGillivray engaged in settlement negotiations. (R. at 345-352, Court's Order, 
included in Addendum as· Exhibit "A" (R. at 633))~ 
8 
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10. On August 22, 2015, while MacGillivray was on his way to see his attorney 
in preparation for the August 25, 2015, hearing, MacGillivray and Badger reached a 
settlement agreement regarding all claims amongst themselves. (See Id.). 
11. All material terms of the settlement proposal and negotiations were 
conducted via text messages that were delivered over the parties' cell phones. There is 
no dispute as to the existence, content, timing and receipt of the text messages. (R. at 
345-352, Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 632-633)). 
12. As set forth in the text messages, in order to avoid the hassle, costs, fees, 
and time required to pursue a judgment with the various writs that the law provides, 
Badger agreed to fully compromise and resolve all claims she had against MacGillivray 
in exchange for certain cash payments in the amounts and time prepared by Badger. (R. 
at 345-352, Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 632)). 
13. As set forth in the text messages, once MacGillivray accepted and reiterated 
the material settlement terms that were offered by Badger, Badger confirmed her 
acceptance and requested a default provision for attorney's fees, which was accepted by 
MacGillivray. (R. 347-349, Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R . 
at 632)). 
14. Pursuant to the settlement agreement, MacGillivray sent the referenced text 
_ messages to his counsel and requested that he prepare a formal written ~greement that 
the-parties could sign. (Court's Order, ~eluded in Addendum as Exhibit ."A" (R. at .. 
632)). 
9 
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15. After confinning her agreement to the material tem1s of the settlement 
agreement, Badger informed MacGillivray that she would not honor the agreement. The 
"sole reason" given was that her text contained a ''typo" that constituted a unilateral 
mistake. (See Id.) 
16. Oral argument was held on December 3, 2014. (R. 577). Finding that 
Badger's offer was clear and that even if she had made a unilateral mistake, such a 
mistake would not rescind or refonn the agreement because MacGillivray had no 
knowledge of the mistake and it would not have happened had Badger exercised 
ordinary diligence, the district court issued a bench ruling that the parties reached a 
valid, binding and enforceable settlement agreement that "finally resolved all claims 
existing between the parties at the time of the settlement, including, specifically, the 
Bankruptcy Judgment". (Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 
627-631), December 3, 2014, Oral Argument Transcript, a copy of which has been 
included in Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 908, p. 65-66). 
17. Rather than file an objection to the district court's ruling, Badger proceeded 
by filing her own Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order Granting 
Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement. (R. 602). 
18. MacGillivray filed a Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 
Order Granting Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement ("l\iacGillvray's Proposed 
Order"). On December 15~:20L4;Badg~r objected to MacGillivray's Ordec-(R:-:595). 
10 
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19. On December 30, 2014, the Court modified MacGillivray's Proposed Order 
and proceeded by entering the Court's Order. (Court's Order, included in Addendum as 
Exhibit "A" (R. at 634)). 
20. At no point in time did Badger challenge the Court's Order. (See R. 636-
908). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
On appeal, Badger is not alleging that the district court abused its discretion by 
enforcing the settlement agreement despite her alleged unilateral mistake. Instead, she 
asserts for the first time that the court incorrectly relied on Utah precedent, erred by 
enforcing the settlement agreement because the agreement lacked adequate consideration, 
and erred by entering an order that contradicts itself and Judge Mc Vey' s bench ruling. 
All of Badger's assertions, however, are misplaced, and most have not been preserved. 
Specifically, Badger believes that the district court solely relied on Tracy-Collins 
to determine that the parties entered into a settlement agreement and that the settlement 
agreement was binding and enforceable. A cursory review of the Court's Order, 
however, reveals that the court only relied on Tracy-Collins to establish that the issues 
raised in MacGillivray' s Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement were a question of law 
for the court to decide. In holding that the parties entered a binding and enforceable 
settlement agreement, the court correctly relied ori three separate Utah ~ases·~ 
In addition, Badger cannot allege on appeal that the district court erred by failing· 
to find that the settlement agreement lacked consideration because that issue was not 
11 
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sufficiently raised and presented to the district coUii. Because Badger did not preserve 
her lack of consideration claim, it should not be addressed on appeal. 
If, however, it is determined that Badger did preserve her claim, the district court 
still did not abuse its discretion because Utah precedent establishes that MacGillivray 
gave adequate consideration. It is well established that Utah courts favor the enforcement 
of accord and satisfactions, even when the accord and satisfaction relates to a pre-
existing, liquidated debt. In those instances, the Supreme Court of Utah has found that an 
obligor gives adequate consideration even when he pays a lesser amount than the 
liquidated debt owed when he does so by another method not required by law. Because 
MacGillivray had no prior legal obligation to pay the liquidated judgment in lump sum 
cash payments, adequate consideration was given. 
Finally, Badger asserts that the district court erred by entering an order that 
allegedly contradicts itself and Judge Mc Vey' s bench ruling. This issue, however, was 
not preserved because Badger failed to file an objection to the form of the documents 
with the trial court. Furthermore, Utah precedent establishes that appellate courts 
presume a court's written order is correct, regardless of the language used by the judge 
from the bench, unless a party can affirmatively show otherwise. Lastly, review of the 
Court's Order establishes that it does not contradict itself. 
- . . 
. - . ' . - . . ..... , .. 
- - ·-- - - ·-
·- . -- .. -- .. -- .. - , , ... --· 
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w 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE COURT'S ORDER CORRECTLY RELIED ON UTAH PRECEDENT. 
On appeal, it appears that Badger alleges that the district court abused its 
discretion in enforcing the parties' settlement agreement by relying on Tracy-Collins, to 
hold that the text messages between the parties constituted a binding and enforceable 
settlement agreement.1 See Badger's Brief at 1, 5-6. A cursory review of the Court's 
Order, however, reveals that Badger's assertion is misplaced. 
Pursuant to the Court's Order, the district court did not rely on Tracy-Collins to 
find that the parties entered a binding and enforceable settlement agreement. Rather, the 
Court's Order clearly establishes that the court only relied upon Tracy-Collins to 
establish "that the question raised by [MacGillivray's] Motion to Enforce Settlement 
Agreement can and should be determined as a matter of law in a summary proceeding 
within this action." Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 629). 
Because the Tracy-Collins Court held that "[i]t is quite well established that a settlement 
agreement may be summarily enforced by motion in the court of the original action[,]" 
the district court correctly relied upon it to establish that it was the correct venue to 
enforce the settlement agreement pertaining to the judgment it originally entered. 592 
P.2d at 607. 
1 Although Badger asserts her position that the district court erred by relying upon 
Tracy-Collins in her Table of Contents and Statement of Issues, her actual argument 
addressing this issue does not mention the Court's Order. Instead, it focuses on 
Appellee' s prior arguments. 
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A fu11her review of the Com1's Order reveals that the com1 continued to c01Tectly 
rely on Utah precedent to decide the issues before it. Prior to her appeal, Badger's "sole 
reason for her rejection and refusal to perform" was the argument that she had made a 
"typo" that constituted a unilateral mistake. See Court's Order, included in Addendum as 
Exhibit "A" (R. at 632); December 3, 2014, Oral Argument Transcript, included in 
Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 908 p. 66). Finding that there was no evidence that 
MacGillivray either caused or knew about Badger's alleged unilateral mistake, the court 
correctly relied on Guardian State Bank v. Stangl, 778 P .2d 1, 5 (Utah 1989). See Id. 
Lastly, by finding that Badger, even if truly mistaken, had failed to exercise ordinary 
diligence in making the final off er and assenting to the material terms of the agreement; 
the court correctly relied on B&A Associates v. L.A. Young Sons Construction Co., 796 
P .2d 692, 695 (Utah 1990). See Id. 
In essence, Badger is incorrect to assert that the court abused its discretion by 
relying on Tracy-Collins to find that the parties entered a binding and enforceable 
settlement agreement. A cursory review of the Court's Order and cited case law reveals 
that the court correctly relied on Utah precedent and did not abuse its discretion. 
II. BADGER FAILED TO PRESERVE HER CONSIDERATION 
ARGfil1ENT. 
Badger did not assert that the district court abused its discretion by enforcing the 
settlement agreement despite Badger's·aue_ge_d~um,lateral mistake._ -~~~ad, B~dg_er ~~~e~s 
--
a different legal theory on appeal, alfoging thafthe courfabused its discretion by -· 
.. ..::... - -._ - . ...:-
.• . - ~ ·- _. - .. 
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enforcing the settlement agreement despite lack of consideration. See Badger's Brief at 
18-33. However, Badger failed to present this argument to the district court in a manner 
sufficient to present the issue on appeal. 
It is well established that Utah appellate courts "generally will not consider an 
issue unless it has been preserved for appeal."2 Patterson v. Patterson, 2011 UT 68, ,Il2, 
266 P .3d 828, 831-832. See also Stevens v. Wall, 2004 UT 72, ,I 3, 264 P .3d 568 (holding 
~ "[i]ssues that are not raised before the trial court are deemed waived.); 438 Main Street v. 
~-
Easy Heat, Inc., 2004 UT 72, iI 51, 99 PJd 801, 803 (holding "Issues that are not raised 
at trial are usually deemed waived.) (internal citations and quotations omitted). "The 
preservation rule applies to every claim" and is enforced to promote judicial economy 
and fairness. Sea,nons v. Brandley, 2011 UT App 434, ,I3, 268 PJd 195, 197; See also 
Patterson, 2011 UT at iI 15. (holding that "[t]he two primary considerations underlying 
the [preservation] rule are judicial economy and fairness."). In addition, "the 
preservation rule should be more strictly applied when the asserted new issue or theory 
'depends on controverted factual questions whose relevance thereto was not made to 
appear at trial.'" Id. 
2 The exception to the general rule occurs when the party that failed to preserve the issue 
establishes '"exceptional circumstances,' or when 'plain error' has occurred." Patterson, 
2011 UT at if 13. Here, however, ;B_,~Jlg~f-~ _l?Ji~f Q.9S'.~-~.9tJLJl~g~,.-~~~-~rt, __ Q[ filla.l.~~ -~it.h~L .. ____________ _ 
exception. Because this Court "will not consider matters raised for the first time in the 
· reply brief' and Badger fail~ t9 rais~ ~t~er e~ception_ ~ he_r opening brief, neither _ . 
exceptiqn can be applieci"iii"tfifamaiier."-·state·v~ }?.obt,isoii, 20f4 Ur App. 3·o'i," 1· 12°;J27 ..... 
P;3d 589, 592; See also State v. Weaver, 2005 UT 49, if 19, 122 P.3d 566, 571 (holding 
"Weaver's claim in the present case is procedurally barred because he failed to argue 
plain error in his opening brief."). 
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"' [I]n order to preserve an issue for appeal, the issue must be presented to the trial 
court in such a way that the trial court has an opportunity to rule on that issue."' State ex 
rel. K.H, 2004 UT App 483, ,I 8, 105 P.3d 967, 969 (quoting 438 Main Street, 2004 UT 
at~ 51.) (internal citations and quotations omitted). See also O'Dea v. Olea, 2009 UT 46, 
ifl 8, 217 PJd 704, 709 (holding "[t]o preserve an issue for appellate review, a party must 
first raise the issue in the trial court because a trial court must be offered an opportunity 
to rule on an issue.") (internal citations and quotations omitted). Therefore, to properly 
preserve an issue for appeal, '"(l) the issue must be raised in a timely fashion, (2) the 
issue must be specifically raised, and (3) the challenging party must introduce supporting 
evidence or relevant legal authority."' Seamons, 2011 UT App at iJ 2 (quoting 438 _Main 
Street, 2004 UT atif51); See also State, in interest of MO.K., 2012 UT App 157, if 2,280 
P Jd 423, 424. 
Further, "[t]he 'mere mention' of an issue without introducing supporting 
evidence or relevant legal authority does not preserve that issue for appeal." State v. 
Brown, 859 P.2d 358, 361 (Utah Ct. App. 1993); See also State v. Robinson, 2014 UT 
App at if 10. (holding that "merely identifying a claim in a docketing statement does not 
preserve it for appeal."). And, "[a]n oblique reference to an issue in the absence of an 
'objection to the trial court's failure to rule on the issue' does not put that issue properly 
before the court." Id. (quoting LeBaro,_t & As~oc. V. Rebel Eiite,prises,_.823 P.2d 479,483 
(Utah Ct. App. 1987). Lastly,_"[~]. contemporaneous obj~c:ti?n or some fo~ c;>~ SI?~Gi:fic. 
preservation of error must be J:?.1ade a part of the trial court record before an appe1iate 
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court will review such a claim." Seamons, 2011 UT App at, 2 (internal citations and 
quotations omitted). In essence, "'for an issue to be sufficiently raised, even if indirectly, 
it must at least be raised to a level of consciousness such that the trial judge can consider 
i!."' State v. Brown, 856 P.2d at 361 (quoting Lebaron & Assoc., 823 P.2d at 483 
(quoting Jam,es v. Preston, 746 P.2d 799, 801-802 (Utah Ct. App. 1987))) (emphasis 
added). 
Here, Badger failed to raise her consideration argument "to a level of 
consciousness such that the trial judge [could have] consider[ed] it." Id. Specifically, her 
memorandum in opposition to MacGillivray' s Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement 
merely mentioned the general rule of whether consideration is present when a creditor 
accepts a lesser amount than what is owed. See Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs 
Opposition of Defendant's Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement, a copy of which is 
included in the Addendum as Exhibit "C" (R. 376-377). It did not, however, explain the 
· exceptions to the general rule, nor did it provide the district court with the legal analysis 
necessary for it to determine if the one sentence of quoted law applied to the case at hand. 
See Id. 
At oral argument, Badger's defense and reasoning why the settlement agreement 
should not be enforced was focused on fraud, no meeting of the minds, her contention 
that the agreement had to be formalized in a signed_ writing for it to be final and 
enforceable, and unilateral mistake. See December 3, 2014, Oral Argument Transcript, 
included in Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 908 p. ·26-50). Only after arguing. these. 
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defenses did Badger even mention the word consideration. See Id. In fact, she only 
referenced consideration after stating "I don't believe [ ] Mr. Macgillivray [sic] should 
profit from a simple mistake." December 3, 2014, Oral Argument Transcript, included in 
Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 908 p. 54). 
When she finally did mention consideration, she merely provided conclusory 
statements without relying on any legal authority. See December 3, 2014, Oral Argument 
Transcript, included in Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 908, p. 51, 54). These mere 
mentions and oblique references to an issue do not and did not put the issue of adequate 
consideration before the court. This is evident by not only Judge McVey's bench ruling, 
but the Court's Order as well. 
Specifically, at the close of oral argument, after finding that the text messages 
constituted a binding and enforceable settlement agreement, the court addressed Badger's 
defense of unilateral mistake. See December 3, 2014, Oral Argument Transcript, 
included in Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 908, p. 66). In the Court's Order, the court 
clearly stated that "[t]he sole reason given by [Badger] for her rejection and refusal to 
perform was ... she made a unilateral mistake and accidentally texted" the dollar figure 
without the last zero. Court's Order, included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 632). 
Clearly, the issue of consideration was not raised to the level of consciousness necessary 
for the trial judge to consider and enter a ruling on the adequacy of the consideration 
rendered by MacGillivray. 
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In addition to failing to raise the issue at the hearing or prior to the Court's Order, 
Badger once again failed to raise the issue prior to appeal. A review of the district court's 
docket reveals that Badger never challenged the court's decision to enforce the settlement 
agreement based on the legal theory that the agreement lacked consideration. See R. 63 6-
908. 
In essence, not only did Badger fail to raise the issue of consideration to the level 
Gi} of consciousness necessary for the district court to rule on the issue, she also failed to 
assert "a contemporaneous objection or some form of specific preservation of error" at 
the trial court level. Seamons, 2011 UT App at ,I2 (internal citations and quotations 
omitted). Therefore, Badger's assertion that the district court abused its discretion by 
enforcing the settlement agreement despite the alleged lack of consideration was not 
preserved and should not be considered on appeal. 
III. IF THE COURT FINDS THAT BADGER DID PRESERVE HER 
CONSIDERATION ARGUMENT, THE DISTRICT COURT DID NOT 
ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BECAUSE ADEQUATE CONSIDERATION 
WAS GIVEN. 
Even if the Court finds that Badger preserved her consideration claim, the district 
court still did not abuse its discretion because MacGillivray provided adequate 
consideration. Specifically, Badger contends that because MacGillivray' s debt was 
tiquiq.ated and he already had a pre-existing legal duty to pay the amount owed, payment 
. . 
of a lesser amount cannot equate to adequate consideration. This assertion, however, is 
contradictory to Utah precedent. 
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The Supreme Court of Utah has held that "[a]s a preliminary matter, we note that 
even if a claim is undisputed and liquidated, parties can still discharge their obligations 
through accord and satisfaction. In such instances, however, paiiies must support the 
accord with separate consideration." Estate Landscape & Snow Rem.oval Specialist, Inc. 
v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 844 P .2d 322, 326 (Utah 1992). As for what 
constitutes consideration, the Supreme Court of Utah has stated: 
No completely satisfactory and comprehensive definition of 
'consideration' has ever been devised. It is generally agreed, 
however, that where a promise is supported by the incurrence, 
on the part of the promisor, of a legal detriment in order to 
confer a benefit on the promisor, such is sufficient to serve as 
consideration, thereby rendering the promise legally 
enforceable. This is particularly so when an accord and 
satisfaction is involved, the modem trend among the courts 
being to uphold such agreements whenever possible. In such 
cases, consideration is often found in the obligor' s agreement 
to alter the means or method of payment of the obligation 
initially owed. 
Sugarhouse Finance Co. v. Anderson, 610 P.2d 1369, 1372 (Utah 1980) (emphasis 
added). In Sugarhouse, the Supreme Court of Utah found that a defendant gave adequate 
consideration to support an accord and satisfaction when he immediately satisfied the 
liquated, two year old judgment he owed the plaintiff by paying a lump sum payment for 
a lesser amount because such an act: 
SLC_2343892 
Was something defendant had no leg~l obligation tq do; by 
law, plaintiff could only move by levy of execution against 
property already owned by the defendant ... ·,.:. By so doing, 
defendant deliberately incurred the detriment of surrendering 
his right to limit plaintiff's aqility_ to. obtain satisfaction of the 
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Id. at 1373. 
underlying judgment, and bestowed upon plaintiff the benefit 
of immediate payment. 
The facts in Sugarhouse are functionally identical to the facts in this case. Here, 
Badger was only legally entitled to collect on the liquidated debt by executing various 
writs against MacGillivray. Badger had been attempting to collect the debt for more than 
three years and had previously obtained a Writ of Garnishment and two Writs of 
Execution, all to no avail. By agreeing to satisfy the liquidated debt by paying a lesser 
amount in lump sum payments, MacGillivray "deliberately incu1Ted the legal detriment 
of surrendering his right to limit [Badger's] ability to obtain satisfaction of the underlying 
judgment." Id. Because Utah courts favor the enforcement of accord and satisfactions 
and MacGillivray clearly incurred a legal detriment by altering the means of method of 
payment, which in tum conferred an immediate benefit to Badger, the settlement 
agreement was supported by adequate consideration. See Id. at 13 72-73. 
IV. BADGER FAILED TO PRESERVE HER CLAIM THAT THE COURT 
ERRED BY ENTERING THE COURT'S ORDER. 
Just as she failed to preserve her consideration claim, Badger also failed to 
preserve her claim that the Court erred by entering a final order that was inconsistent with 
the prior bench ruling. In her brief, Badger alleges that the district court erred because 
the Court's Order contradicts itself and the bench ruling. TL"iese allegations, however, 
should not be considered because Badger failed to _preserve the issue for appeal. 
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As previously stated, "[i]n order to preserve an issue for appeal[,] the issue must 
be presented to the trial court in such a way that the trial court has an opportunity to rule 
on that issue." 438 Main Street, 2004 UT at if 51. "To preserve the issue of whether the 
written order of the court is in confonnity with what transpired on the record, a party 
must first object to the form of the documents." State in Interest of J. G., 2012 UT App 
301, ~ 2, 288 P.3d 1108, 1109. "When a party fails to object to the form of the order, she 
fails to provide the issuing court notice of the objection, precludes it from having the 
opportunity to rule on the objection, and is therefore precluded from raising the issue on 
appeal. See Id. 
Here, Badger failed to raise with the district court this objection regarding the 
Court's Order. At no point in time did Badger raise the issue or provide the district court 
with any supporting evidence or legal authority. Without notice of Badger's objections, 
the district court did not have an opportunity to rule on the issues. Therefore, pursuant to 
Utah law, her claims regarding the Court's Order cannot be considered on appeal because 
she failed to preserve the same. 
V. IF THE COURT FINDS THAT BADGER PRESERVED HER ARGUMENT 
REGARDING THE COURT'S ORDER, HER ARGUMENT STILL FAILS 
BECAUSE THE \VRITTEN ORDER CONTROLS AND SHE HAS FAILED 
TO AFFIRMATIVELY SHOW OTHERWISE. 
In the event that the Court concludes Badger preserved her argument that the 
Court's Order contradicts itself and Judge Mc Vey' s bench ruling, her arguments still fail 
because the language in the written order is presumed correct unless affinnatively shown 
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otherwise. Specifically, Badger asserts that the district court erred because the Court's 
Order contradicts itself and is inconsistent with Judge McVey's bench ruling. These 
asse1iions, however, lack merit and must be rejected. 
Badger's assertions lack merit because Utah appellate courts have repeatedly held 
that "[r]egardless of the language used during the hearing, the language in the court's 
final order controls, and we will presume the order is correct unless affirmatively shown 
~ otherwise." Evans v. State, 963 P.2d 177, 180 (Utah 1998). See also Giles v. Mineral 
Res. Int'!, Inc., 2014 UT App 37, ~ 6, 320 P.3d 684, 687 (holding "we recognize that 'the 
language in the court's final written order controls,' not the 'language used during the 
hearing[.];"'); Nigohosian v. Nigohosian, 2004 UT App 116, ~ 2 (quoting Evans, 963 
P.2d at 180) (holding "appellate courts will presume language in trial court's order is 
correct unless affinnativelyshownotherwise.");MF. v. J.F., 2013 UT App 247, ~6, 312 
P.3d 946, 948-49, reh'g denied (Nov. 14, 2013), cert. denied sub nom. Fuller v. Fuller, 
320 P.3d 676 (Utah 2014) (stating "our case law is clear that where a court's oral ruling 
differs from a final written order, the latter controls."); 14th St. Gym,, Inc. v. Salt Lake 
City Corp., 2008 UT App 127, ~ 16, 183 P.3d 262,266 (quoting Evans, 963 P.2d at 180) 
(holding "[r]egardless of the language used during the hearing, the language in the court's 
final written order controls."). Therefore, based on Utah precedent, the presumption is 
that the Court's Order controls. 
The only way Badger can rebut this presumption is by affirmatively showing that 
the language implemented in the Court's Order is not what the court intended. Badger's 
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effort to rebut this stray presumption fails. Badger focuses on the fact that Judge Mc Vey 
mled from the bench that: 
The tenns of the agreement, therefore, will be that :Mr. 
Macgillivray [sic] would pay $25,000 now. So we'll say now 
means within seven days just to make it workable. And 
$2 .. 500 no later than one year from now. There will be -and 
then also if the - if there is a default, then the agreement is 
rescinded and all debt and interest would be re-instituted. 
Upon the payment being made, all claims between the parties 
will be resolved with the exception of the $2,500 next year, 
which will be due by August 22, 2015. There's been no 
agreement to interest. 
December 3, 2014, Oral Argument Transcript, included in Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 
908, p. 66-67) ( emphasis added). The discrepancy regarding the due date for the second 
payment stems from the district court's reference to the timing of the original agreement 
versus the timing of the hearing and due date of the first payment. This discrepancy, 
however, is not between the bench ruling and Court's Order. Rather, the discrepancy 
solely exists in the language of the bench ruling and was cleared up in the Court's Order. 
Pursuant to the bench ruling that the second payment would be due "no later than 
one year from now[,]" the Court's Order confinned Judge Mc Vey' s apparent intention of 
having the second payment be due within one year of the first by stating "[MacGillivray] 
shall deposit the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) with the Court on or 
before December 10, 2014[, and] shall deposit the sum of Two Thousand Five Hundred 
Dollars ($2,500.00) with the Court on or before December 10, 2015." Court's Order, 
- - • + • ' • 
. . . ... . .. -- ... . .. -.. - . ••- ....... --- .... ·--· --- . . . ' ... - . . . . . . . . . - .. 
included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 628, 630-631 ) . 
. . . - .... ·- - --- . . .......... . . .. 
- -------·---- _.,._.,_, __ --- ·---· - - ---
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Badger also asserts that Judge Mc Vey' s bench ruling and the language of the 
Court's Order regarding what occurs in the event of a default contradict one another. 
This assertion, however, is misplaced. From the bench, Judge Mc Vey ruled that "[u]pon 
the payment being made, all claims between the parties will be resolved with the 
exception of the $2,500 next year." R. 908, p. 67. By default, the first payment being 
referenced by Judge Mc Vey is the $25,000.00 payment. Therefore, Judge Mc Vey ruling 
I,@ from the bench was that after the $25,000.00 payment is received, all claims between the 
paities would be resolved. This is apparent because the Court made it perfectly clear that 
"we want a clean break here." December 3, 2014, Oral Argument Transcript, included in 
Addendum as Exhibit "B" (R. 908 p. 69). 
Judge McVey's intent and bench ruling is consistent with the language of the 
Court's Order, which states that "[u]pon timely payment of $25,000, all claims by and 
between parties ... shall be fully compromised, resolved and satisfied." Court's Order, 
included in Addendum as Exhibit "A" (R. at 628). It further states, "[i]n the event of 
default by the Defendant in paying the $25,000, the settlement agreement shall be 
rescinded, and the parties returned to their pre-settlement positions." Id. It proceeds by 
stating, "[i]n the event Defendant pays the first payment of $25,000 in a complete and 
timely manner, but defaults in the payment of the second amount of $2,500, Plaintiff 
shall have a right to collect the same by judicial action, if necessary." R. 664. 
- - - - - ➔ 
- .. ··- ....... . 
In sum, the Court's Order states that: (i) if MacGillvray defaults on the first 
payment, all debts and interest come back; (ii) ifhe defaults on the second payment, 
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Badger's recourse is collecting through judicial action, if necessary. These tenns are 
entirely consistent with Judge Mc Vey' s bench ruling and intent to have a clean break. 
Because Badger has failed to affirmatively show that the Court's Order does not conform 
to Judge Mc Vey' s intention, she has failed to rebut the presumption that the language of 
the Court's Order governs and controls. 
Lastly, Badger claims that the final written order is in contradiction with itself. 
Specifically, she asserts that paragraphs 4 through 6 of the Court's Order contradict one 
another. See Badger's Brief at 36. A cursory reading of these terms, however, shows 
that there is no contradiction. In fact, after quoting the terms, Badger fails to provide any 
analysis as to how the paragraphs are contradictory. Instead, she makes the conclusory 
statement that the cited paragraphs are illogical. See Id. at 37. To the contrary, these 
paragraphs are eminently logical, and specifically lay out Judge Mc Vey' s bench ruling in 
an easy to follow manner. 
In sum, the language of Judge McVey's bench ruling and the language of the 
Court's Order are not contradictory. Even if they were, it is well established that this 
Court recognizes that '"the language in the court's final written order controls,' not the 
'language used during the hearing[.]"'); Giles v. Mineral Res. Int'/, Inc., 2014 UT App at 
16. Therefore, the court did not err by entering the Court's Order. 
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CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, the decision of the district court should be 
affirmed. 
~ 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
L~ .LL1':D FOR l:TAH COD1'~TY, STATE OF LTA.H 
SP.J:.~UNA 3.A.DGER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DUSTIN MACGILLIVKA. Y, 
Defendant. 
FTh:1DINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS 
OFLAW,A.NDORDERGRANTING 
MOTION TO ENFORCE 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND 
DECLA ... 'IUNG CASE CLOSED 
Moclijied by the Court 
Civil No. 090402559 
Honorable Mc Vey 
This case came before the Court on December 3, 2014 for SU:."1lffiary disposition on 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce SettJement Agieement C:Defendanfs Motion~'). Plah1tiffwas present 
and represented herself pro se. Defendant was represented by Evan A. Schmutz. The Cou."1 
permitted extensive oral argument and the presentation of doctu-nentary evidence: including 
:., 
.,:· 
·,~ 
. ..... .._ 
··~. 
:.~-
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P. 003 
transcripts and text messages of communications between the parties. Following the presentation of 
argument and evidence, the Court ruled from the bench and granted Defendant's Motion, and now 
makes the findings of fact and conclusions of law as set forth below. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. On January 27, 2012, a default judgment was entered in favor of Plaintiff Badger and 
against Defendant in the United States Ba.riY..ruptcy Court for the District of Utah, in the matter In 
Re: Dustin MacGilliva,y, Adv. No. 11-02004 ("Bankruptcy Judgment"). 
2. On, July 16, 2014, Plaintiff filed an Application for Writ of Execution in this action, 
seeking to execute on personal property allegedly owned by Defenda.'1t. On the same date, the 
Court issued a Writ of Execution. Both the Application and the Writ were based on indebtedness 
represented by the Bankruptcy Judgment. 
3. On July 31, 2014, the Writ of Execution, together with other papers, were served by the 
Utah County Sheriffs Office on Defendant MacGillivary at his home, and a Deputy County Sheriff 
levied upon all the right, title, claim and interest of Defendant in certain personal property, which 
was seized and held by t.rie Utah County Sheri..i."i. 
4. On August 8, 2014, Defendant MacGillivary filed a Request for Hearing, asserting that 
some of the property seized by the Utah County Sberriff' s Office was exempt from execution by 
virrue of being owned by another person or partly owned by Defendant. 
5. On August 11, 2014, the Court sent out a Notice of Hearing on Writ of Execution, setting 
- ·thedatefoYhearing on Atigus"f25, 2014 . 
.. 
6. Following the seizure of properly from Defendant's home, and the issuance of the 
Court's Notice of Hearing, the parties engaged in settlement negotiations. The settlement 
negotiations ended in a meeting of the minds between the parties. 
7. Material portions of the settlement negotiations were conducted via text messages 
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delivered over °Lbe parties' cell pho:ies. The:-e is no dispute ~st~ the existence, conte::it, rimi"lg a:1.d 
receipt of the text messages. 
8. In the text messages, Plaintiff ciearly coITu.11uricated an offer to settle an.d fully 
compromise and resolve all claims by Defenda..11.t' s payment of $25,000 now and $2,500 v.i.thin one 
year. Defendant clea-ly and timeiy repeated those terms and communicated his unequivocal 
acceptance of Plaintiffs offer. Plci..--i.tiff added one !!lore term regarding remedies on defauit. 
Defendant clearly and unequivocally communicated his acceptance of the additional term. Plaintiff 
com.TTiu..nicated her agreement by te:x.1:ing "ok". 
9. The Court :finds that Piainti:ff commu.:."ll.cated a ciear offer to settie on 'U!lB.J."Tibig,.101.!S te~~ 
and that Defendant repeated that offer and timely communicated his acceptance of the same. 
i 0. The Court finds from the referenced tex! messages the pa..-ties had a meeting of the 
rnmds on t.~e integral features of a setrJement agreement a.11d tl-iat the terms were sufficiently 
definite as to be capable of being enforced. 
11. Pursuant to the settlement agreement, Defendant sent the referenced text messages to 1'Js 
attorney eu-id requested his attorney to prepare a formal written agreement that the parties could 
sign. Defendant's attorney reviewed fae phone te:x.1s and te:-:ns contained t..½.erein, p:-epared a ·written 
Settlement Agreement to reiiect such terms: a.-id sent it to Defendant for tra."1Smittal to Plain.th~, 
who in tu..-n transmitted it to Plaintiff. 
12. After receiving t.11e Settlement Agreement, Plaintiff notified Defendant she did not 
intend to honor th.e settlement agreement or sign the -written Settlement Agreement. 
13. The sole reason given by Plaintiff for her rejection and refusal to perform was that her 
text contained a "'typo" and that she me8J.-it to state she would settle for two p·ayments of $25,000, 
one now and one a year later, but she made a urJlateral mistake and accidentally texted $2,500 . 
.. ~ 0006.~2 ... 
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14. The Court finds from the evidence, including the communications between the parties 
prior to their reaching an agreement, that Plaintiff did not make a mistake in sending a clear \Vrltten 
offer to Defendant to settle all her claims against him for payment of $25,000 now and $2,500 
within one year. 
15. The Court finds that even if Plain tiff had been mistaken, her mistake was unilateral, by 
her own admission, as was supported by the evidence. Defendant's communications and the offers 
and counter-offers prior to Plaintiff's final offer were within a reasonable range of the final offer, so 
as to support the Court' finding that Defendant could not have k..riown that Plaintiffs final offer was 
a mistake. If Plaintiffs fmal offer had been z. mistake, it was unilateral. 
16. The Court finds that even if Plaintiff had been unilaterally mistaken in making her final 
offer, Plaintiff did not exercise ordinary diligence in sending her final offer to make sure it was 
correct, or in reviewing Defendant's repeat of the terms of that offer and agreeing that such terms 
constituted an agreement to settle. The Court finds that a mistake would not have occurred except 
for the lack of ordinary diligence on the part of Plaintiff. 
1 7. The Court finds that even if Plaintiff had been unilaterally mistaken in sending 
Defendant her final offer of settlement, the mistake could not be considered so grave a consequence 
t.hat to enforce the settlement agreement as actually made would be unconscionable because the 
progress of offers and counter-offers that proceeded the final offer made by Plaintiff were within a 
reasonable range of the final offer and settlement agreement. 
18. The Court finds that the parties settled and fully and finally resolved all claims existing 
between the parties at the time of the settlement, including specifically, the Bankruptcy Judgment, 
on the following terms: 
a. Defendant agreed to pay Plaintiff the sum of $25,000 within seven days; 
i£: 
~~-
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b. Defe:-ida.'1.t agreed to p2y Plaintiff the additional Slli"!l of $2,500 'vi'ithin one year; 
c. The ?arties agreed that no interest would be applied to !he second payment; 
d. Defenda:it agreed to release a:.-id dismiss all her claims against Defend~"lt, including 
specifically the Bankruptcy Judgment, all claims raised in the action entitled In Re: Dustin 
MacGillivary, Adv. No. 11-02004 ("Bankruptcy A~-r:ion"), and all clei-n-.s asserted in this 
action) th.at such wouid be resolved, satisfied ~"'ld dismissed~ and 
e. The parties agreed that if Defendant defaulted in his payments, the settlement agreement 
wouid be rescinded, interest would accrue, and she would have all rights to enforce the 
3a:1i:r:.ip::y Judgmem. 
19. Tne Court finds that the setdement agreement bernreen the parties was supported by sufficient 
conside:-ation. 
20. The Court finds that Defendant was ready, willing and able to perform the settlement 
agreement according to it terms. 
21. The Co1.u-t fmds that Defendant made a timely proffer of payment for the first an1ount of 
$25,000 but the Plah"'ltiff refused to accept the payment. 
22. \Vb.ile Defendant's Motion to Enforce Settlement was pending, fae Court held a hect:-=l.!lg on 
Defendanfs Request for Hearing concerning the Writ of Execution because the initially scheduled 
hearing had been continued. At the conclusion of such hearing, the Co-:L~ ordered t..1-iat certain ite:rns 
of property which had been seized from DefendEu"1fs home were exempt from t.lie Writ of 
Execution. 
23. The Utah County Sheriffs Office continues to hold all items of property seized from 
Defendanf s home in storage. 
CONCLUSiONS OF LAW 
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I. The Court concludes that the question raised by Defendant's Motion to Enforce 
Settlement Agreement can and should be determined as a matter of law in a summary proceeding 
within this action. Tracy-Collins Bank & Trust Co. v. Travelstead, 592 P .2d 605, 607 (Utah 1979). 
2. The Court concludes that the agreement reached by the parties is binding and 
enforceable, as it represents a meeting of the minds on the integral features essential to the 
formation of a contract, based on a clear offer by Plaintiff and the acceptance of that offer clearly 
communicated by Defendant. The terms of the agreement to settle were sufficiently definite to 
cover all material terms necessary to settle the disputes between the parties and be capable of 
enforcement. LD III, LLC vs. BBRD, LC, 2 2 I P.3D 86i (Ut. Ct.App. 2009). 
3. The Court concludes that consideration given by both parties to the settlement agreement •-~· 
by their promises to perform is sufficient to support the agreement. 
4. The Court concludes that Plaintiffs excuse for repudiation or non-performance of the 
settlement agreement based on her asserted unilateral mistake in communicating the offer does not 
constitute an excuse or defense sufficient to relieve her of the duty to perform the agreement 
because she cannot satisfy the burden of showing that Defendant knew or should have known of the 
mistake, or that the mistake was produced by the fraud or other inequitable conduct of the 
Defendant. Guardian State Bank v. Stangl, 778 P .2d I, 5 (Utah 1989). 
5. The Court concludes that even if Plaintiff had been able to demonstrate th.at Defendant 
kne:w or should haveJmqv-.'Il of the mistake, or that Defendant had produced the mistake by fraud or .. 
other inequitable conduct, Plaintiff cannot be relieved of the duty to perform the agreement through -,t 
reformation qr rescission because she did_ not exercise ordinary diligence in communicating a final 
offer and assenting to the settlement agreement. B&A Associates v. L.A. Young Sons Construction 
Co, 796 P .2d 692, 695 (Utah 1990). 
000629 
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6. The C:iurt concludes that the doct~ine of scrivene:-'s em:>r is not applicable to the facts of 
this case. 
i. Plaintiff did not argue that there was a mutual mistake, a.11d the Court concludes there wes 
no muniai mistake. 
8. The Court con:iudes that the serrlement agreeme:-it can and should be enforced in this 
case as a binding agreement. 
ORDER 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the relief sought in Defendant's Motion is 
Specifica!iy > the Court orders that the settlement agreement of the parties shall include tl1e 
following terms a.11d conditions and shall be enforced as follows: 
1. Defendant shall deposit the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) with the 
Court on or before December 10, 2014. Toe CotL.'1 shall thereafter release the funds to 
Plaintiff. 
2. Defendant shall deposit ·the sum of Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) 'With the 
CoLL"1 on or before De~ember 10, 2015. The Cou.rt shall t.'l:lereafter relec.Se the funds to 
Plai..11tiff. 
3. No interest shall accrue on either payment, if timeiy made. 
4. Upon timely payment of $25,000~ ail claims by and berween the p~-ti~s, includh,g 
sp;cifically the Bankruptcy Judgment and the clain~s asserted in Li-iis action b~ed on such 
judgment, shall be fully compromised. resolved and satisfied. 
5. In the event of default by the Defendant in paying the $25,000, the ser-Jement agreement 
shall be rescinded, a.11d the parties ·ret11..-ned to their pre-ser-Jement positions, and Plaintiff 
shall retain all her rights of enforcement oft.l-ie Ba.,1kruptcy Judgment. 
oooszs 
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6. In the event Defendant pays the first payment of$25,000 in a complete and timely manner, 
but defaults in the payment of the second amount of $2,500, Plaintiff shall have a right to 
collect the same by judicial action, if necessary. 
7. The parties shall each bear their own costs and attorney's fees in incurred in this action. 
8. The settlement resolves all issues in the case and this matter is closed. No further order is 
necess~-y to implement this ruling. 
**Executed a.nd entered by the Court as indicated by the seal at the top of the first page** 
---------END OF ORDER---
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TO: 
NOTICE OF I!,TE~"T TO SDBMIT FOR SIGNATURE 
Shauna Badger 
549 W. 4630 No. 
Provo, Utah 84604 
P. 010 
Please take notice that the undersigned anorney for Defendant Dustin MacGillivrey v..1ill submit the 
above and foiegoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, a.id Order Granting Motion to Enforce 
Setdement Agreement to the Honorable Mc Vey for liis signature upon the expiration of seven (7) 
d2ys from t.-ie date of this n()tice: unless wrinen objection is filed prior to that time pursuant to Rule 
7(f)(2) _of :11e Utah Ruies of Civil Procedure. 
DATED this 8th day of December, 2014. 
isl Evan A. Schnrntz 
Evan A. Schmutz 
Andrew V. Wright 
DURHA.M JONES & PINEGAR, P.C. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 8th day of December, 2014 I served the foregoing by email arid 
by first-class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Shauna Badger 
549 W. 4630 No. 
Provo, Utah 84604 
shauna. badger@gm.ail.com 
/s/ Kim Altamirano 
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lN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT, PROVO DEPARTfvENTlr.'AH~ 
OF UTA!-! COU!xJTY, ST.A.TE OF UTAH 
SHAUNA BADGEr<., 
Petitioner, 
vs. Case No. 090402559 
DUSTIN MACGILLIVRAY, 
Resp·::mdent. 
ORAL ARGUMENTS 
Electronically Recorded on 
December 3, 2014 
BEFORE: HONORABLE SAMUEL MCVEY 
Fourth District Caurt Judge 
THACKE~..t.Co 
50 West Broadway, .Suite 900, Salt Lake City, Utah 84 JO l 
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T3E CYJ~T; G:>od rncr:1.ing. This is o~ ~~e 3aci~er 
agair:st Ma,=;ill:.· ... ·ray' ~na:.t.er. 
state your appearances? 
Hi. I'm sorry, ci=, 1 go £irs-c tr::.s -:.irne? 
It's Shauna Badger rep=esen~ing mysel~. 
T=:E C8iJ?.T : Thar:k you. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Evan Scbm~tz here o~ behalf o: 
Macgilliv=ay and h-e's also here with :me at the table. 
conduct pos~ judgement discovery. So would you like to go 
ahead, Mr. Sci:unutz? 
MR. SCHMUTZ: ~es, vo,,,.. :..,._n,._.,.. 
of today's hearing I think is to hear the motion to enforce the 
settlement agreement. Wi~h respect ~o the mo-:.~on -:.o conduct 
post discovery, we're here rea~v to ~=oceed. If the Co::.::t. 
finds t~at additional facts are needed, then we would seek 
we're =eady ~o proceed ~oday wi~h =es?e:t ~o the mot~on ~o 
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':'HE COU?-T: Ohy. W~y do~'t y~u go a~ead the~? 
MR. SCEMUTZ: Okay. May it please the Court, Your 
We 2.::-e ::ere on a mo:.ion to e!l::='::ce a set-::.lement 
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Oral Arguments 12/3/2014 
ag=eernen: which we contend was reached between the parties in 
the cou=se and context of a litigation proceeding, ~..lthough 
governed by the basic principles of contract law, settlements 
within the course of conduct of li~igation are treated as a 
separate type of settlement agreement as an el:ecuto=y accord 
and are given--and the Court's encouraged that a settlement 
agreement reached to dispose or resolve a litigation are to be 
enforced. 
Some of the principles that apply in the Utah law 
specifically to settlement enforcement proceedings of this 
nature are that a writing is not necessary if the record 
establishes tha~ the parties have reached an accord or an 
agreement. The settlement of litigation can be determined and 
should be determined as a matter of law if the Court determines 
that the record establishes a binding agreement has been 
=eached. That's the Tracy Collins case. And procedurally it 
is to be conducted in a summary proceeding, which is I believe 
what we are doing here today. These agreements a=e always 
referable to the judge that presides over the litigation 
proceeding in which the settlement agreement is reached or 
contended to have been reached. So this court is the correct 
court. 
Judicial determinations that a settlement have been 
reached within the context of litigation to resolve litigation 
are given great deference on appeal. The standard to set aside 
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memozandum in O?position she subrr~tted a t=anscript of an 
earlier conversation that occurred on August 1. That's part of 
the =ecord now. The=e were no communications relative to 
settlement or any other thing between the parties between 
August 1 and August 15. Then on August 15 there were 
communications. And then again there were communications on 
August 20 and 21 and 22. And all of the transcriptions of 
those communications are available ~ecause they were recorded 
or sent as text messages. It is our belief that every bit of 
this has been submitted to the Court. So what we have is a 
series of communications beginning August 1 with respect to the 
potential and then ultimate co~clusion of a sett~ement 
agreement between the parties. 
It is important to note what was being discussed with 
respect to settlement so as to identify the subject matter of 
this litigation being the subject of the settlement. The w=it 
of execution that was filed in this case was filed on the basis 
of a batkruptcy court judgement. 
Your Honor, do you mind if I hand you some documents? 
THE COURT: That's fine. 
MR. SCrL~UTZ: I'll provide some to--
THE COU?.T: Have you shown these to Ms. 3adger? 
MR. SCHMUTZ: :eah. Should I have t=iese marked as 
exhibits, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: That's fine. 
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c~se 
tha:. the s.mou.:!;t over wh:..ch ~h:...s writ of e.>:e::::.:t.io:1 is se:!'.'veci :.s 
an original judgeme~t ~n the amount of $169,667.54. 
Court ::an see :S>:hibi t 2, which is the ba:1kruptcy j udgeme:"l't. 
The bankrupt.:::y j ud9ernent •::m ?age 2, pa=e;=aph six orde::s :.hat 
Sc.J."!le amount to be--as :.he c.J.uou.n-:. that was adj:i::.ica-:.ed, :.:le 
So we see that this writ of execution arises over ~he 
bar:J:.ruptcy a.Trt.ount that was awarded to :ier i:i j udge:ne:-:t. 
-:.here. So as the parties began to discuss a potential 
settleme~t, it is this judgeme~:. that w:s being negotiated . 
There was in this case an earlier confession of 
judgement, but that c::mfession of judgement was no 2.onger 
enfor::ed because of the e:-~sui::tg ban}::ruptcy. Shauna went: 
fo=wa.!:'d with -:.he bankruptcy action and acYe=sa=i=-1 proceeding 
in banj:ruptcy and the judgerne:1t th:t she recei Yed is "t.he one 
:.h:t h=.s ::»een marked 2.s E:>:hibi t 2. The co:1se:rue:::1c: -: f t: ..is is 
that i~ c2.early demo~st=.:tes that as the ;:,a=t.ies a=e ta.l}:ing 
a::,out se~tlinq thei= cispute. Th2.t dispute is tbe amou~~ that 
Shauna 3adge= =eceived in the bankruptcy jujgement. 
?age 7 
~he writ of e~ecution further grounds this case in 
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the bankruptcy judgement. 
TEE COURT: That raises an issue. Does this Court 
have any--can we domesticate in state court a fede=al judgement 
or should she be trying to enforce the judgement in federal 
court? 
MR. SCHMUTZ: I think that may have been an issue 
too, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: I think that may have been an issue 
that could have been raised in the beginning, that she should 
have followed federal proceedings to initiate this. This case 
was al=eady pending--
TEE COURT: Right. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: --from back in 2011 on the earlier 
confession of judgement. Then the bankruptcy ensued and should 
have stayed this case. However, in their intervening time, the 
judgement was rendered in the bankruptcy court. The Court 
raises a good question, but it's a procedural question that I 
don't think. is ge::mane to the ability of the parties to enter 
into a settlement discussion. 
THE COURT: Oh, right. I agree with that. I'm just 
wondering. Typically a settlement discussion--er, a settlement 
of a case goes before the court where the judgement was issued 
if it follows a judgement. So I'm just wondering. B~t if 
nobody's stating that--if nobody's contesting the ability of 
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Augus~ 1. That tele?hone conversation has been transcribed in 
a complete manner and has been at~ached to the court record by 
Ms. Sadger as an exhibit to her memorandum in opposition to 
this motion. There was no settlement reached in that first 
conversation. But it is important to note where the parties 
were in their relative stances because we will see in the 
continuing discussion between the parties a pretty classical 
progression in compromise. 
In the August 1 conversation, Ms. Badger made it 
clear that what she was looking for was $60,000. That was her 
opening da."Tttand. I can point the Court for the Court's 
=efe=ence in August 1 telephone ~ranscr!pt, on Page 3 she sa!d, 
"You stole $60,000." On Page 7 she said, "I want you to pay my 
$60,000 back." On Page 9 Dustin countered at $26,000 and again 
on Page 14 he said he had only $26,000. 
Then the=e was a continuing discussion on ?ages 16 
and 17 where Dustin and Shauna talked about the possibility or 
the what if or what type of payment she would =equire if he 
agreed to a $60,000 settlement. That discussion was $30,000 
now, $1,000 a month for one year and a balloon at the end of 
the fi=st year. There was no ascent. There was no meeting of 
minds. There was no language that could in any way be 
construed as an acceptance, as an offer and acceptance of a 
settlement agreement. But that discussion is how it concluded 
on ?ages 16 and 17. 
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:.:..,w:.;.r..,.; •~ 
the Co~rt to ~he comp:e~e t=a~script, absen~ redac~ion of s~me 
scandalous stuff, ~hat is attac~ed ~o D~stin's dec:a~stion. 
5ut I have a se?arate copy o~ it for the Co~rt's co~ve~ience. 
'!'?.E COURT: I was just looking 3u~, su.=e, 
you 1 ve got an extra CO?Y, that's fine. 
MS. :SADGER: I apologize, ~o~r Bono=. Mav , object 
to something? 
T!""!E COUFtT: W~at are you objec~~~g to? 
3A.DGE?.: I would like to object to the tact 
Mr. Schmutz hasn't disclosed who actually tr2.r!.sc=i!:>ed t.!:1e 
co:rv-ersa tior.:. 
T::E COURT: 
MS • 3J.:...DG:S?.: Oh, okay. 
T::.E COURT: Okay? ~11 right? Kelly ?e~erso~. 
MS • BJ:..DGE?-.: I don't thi~k I =eceived that, Your 
_ ....... __ 
"-.l..a.=. ..... 
Cb:.y. 
'::'E.E COU~T: Well, it was =~-:-.=rh.cr-1 t.o your mernoran::iurr:. 
?age 11 
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MS. BADGER: Oh, about t.he court repo!:'ter? Okay. 
I'll check that. I did..~'t see--
TEE COURT: Okay. 
MS. BADGER: --where it was transcr~bed by. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Your Honor, so I've handed you the 
transcript that Shauna Badger attached to her memora~dum. 
THE COURT: Right. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Which is the August 1 telephone 
conversation. Then as I've indicated, between August 15 and 
some days after that there were additional conversations that 
we=e both telephone and text. 
THE COURT: Right. 
MR. SCH..l\fUTZ: So in vustin Macgilliv=ay's affidavit 
we have attached what has now been marked as Exhibit 1. I've 
given you a copy of that. 
THE COURT: Okay, And what's the origin of this? 
How is this transcribed? 
MS. BF-.DGER: I'm sorry, this was my court reporter. 
THE COURT: Okay. So this is yours? 
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: O}:ay, 
MS. BADGER: You misunderstood. !eah, theirs didn't 
have any foundation for who transcribed it. 
THE COURT: Okay. But there's no objection to that? 
MS. BADGER: No, I do o~ject to that. I would like--
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THE COU?.T: On Augu.st v:hat? 
~S. 5ADGER: 
as -:o who--::: ::eceived some ju.st bits an::! pieces out of context. 
Tr:E CC>D?.T : Okay. Ma'am, hold o:i. I'm not su=e what 
you'=e talking about. , need t~ find out what date you'=e 
-::.o. 
Page 13 
t✓.S. 3A.::>GER: On all of the transcribing. 
TEE COURT: Tell me w~at date. Well, tell me what 
1~5 • 3A:JGER: Jl_"'ld that I s--yes. 
TnE COURT: So tell me--
MS. 3I-.DGER: That was the meeting that we had. 
TEE COURT: Just tell me wha: date you':z:-e =efe.:z:-ring 
!'1S • BA!:>GER : Okay. On Friday. 
TEE CO'CTRT: Jo.ugu.st 15th? 
MS. :SADGER: Aus-ust 15th, yes. 
COU?..T: Ok2.y. 
MS. 3_7..:>G:S?,: 1'.ll of the o:ies that c:,rne :::-om ~hen. 
THE COURT: 
Iv'"' .... ;:;, . BADGER: 
Wednesday, August 20. 
Okay. All righ-c. 
All of the ones from t~err •. 
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TEE COURT: Well, you can address that when it's your 
turn to argue. Okay? 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Your Honor, let me address it briefly 
now so the Court has our understanding in place. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: In the affidavit of Dustin Macgillivray 
he testifies that each of these conversations recorded were 
reco=ded and that a transcript--he had a transcript made by a 
secretary, not a court reporter, and that the transcript is 
accurate. He said that he would be willing at any time the 
Court would desire it to provide an aucio copy of all of these 
conversations, and I have that here. Maybe it would be a good 
time to put it in the record. This is the audio conversatio~ 
or the telephone conversations on August 15 and August 20 from 
which this transcript is made. I can represent to you, Your 
Honor, that I believe these transcripts are accurate and do 
accurately track the audio that is now submitted to the Court. 
Furthe=more, there is no legal basis to object to a 
transcript that is testified to as being accurate. There's no 
requirement that a telephone conversation be recorded by any 
type of professional or co~rt certified reporte=. Mr. 
Macgillivray, under the rules of evidence, has simply certified 
and testified that it is an accurate transcript of what now 
appears--what is on the audio recording that we are submitting 
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ju:igemen-:. On August 15, a :.elephone conve=sa:.io~ was held. 
;::i,-c:t-i-n s=~r-1, "I can only :;;ay you $15,000. That's all I can oav 
yo'..l. A . .:.-id I can v:ri ~e :.hat to you to:iay. u ~h.=nn.= - .... j .=.c+--=-d t.ha t 
S~5,000 counteroffer. ~Nope, sorry, that's n~t go~ng to work 
D1..:.s:.in." Then she wen:. on with some o:.her c:,:rnmur:.i.cation. 
Then we drop d-own now to the second page of this 
do::u.rnent. D'.lstin s:.ating, "Bow about this, Shauna? :iow abo'.lt 
done ~ith it and then I don't have ~o run around--go run 
around. You can go do what you have to do with -:.hem." JLT'ld 
then Shauna and D~stin discussed this \\'ithout: her c:p.:::.r--:-F.;,...,.,·,y 
saying that is rejected. She definitely did not accept it and 
indicated that she would reject it. If you drop to ::.he =iottom 
of that page, still in the August 15 conv-;.a.~e;t_;_o.1.,, I'm offering 
you--Dustin: ~I'm offering you $20,000 right now ;:iecause if you 
come afte= me, I don't have--that's all I'm going to be 2.ble to 
come up v.·i-c.h is $28,000." Sh2.uri.a ::-esponds, "Dustin, you j-ust 
got ~~rough telling bow good you're doing and how w~,, you're 
doing and you have $26,000." That is a -=-=-=~c= b~ck ~o ~he 
August 1 commun.::.cation when he said he could pay her $26,000. 
Page 15 
Then ft:rther on ~he ne}:t page D"s-r.; '"', =--f~=.,. some 
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c.isct.:.ssion, Dustin says, '' I can give you $2 D, 000 and if we can 
just make it go away I'd lo-..re to just have it go away." .?;.t 
this point it's very important to see what Shauna's =esponse 
was. ''Okay. P..11 right. I' 11 -caik t.o him and see what he 
says." She's referring, of cou=se, to her husband Rod. 
4:15 p.m. on the same day, in the italics, Dustin to 
Shauna, t.hat represents a text, a telephone text message which 
is also before the Court, "Did you get a chance to talk to 
Rod?" No response until the next day, August 16. Shauna 
texted, "Yes. 1' Dustin texted back, ''.~d?" J..nd then nothing 
until the 20th of August. 
Then there was a ?h~ne call. This phone call is also 
on the digital recording, audio recording that has been 
presented to the Court and to counsel. Dustin said, "What did 
Rod say about the 20?" Shauna, \\I mean obviously, you know, 
we'd like the 30, but, you know, I mean, I think it ro~ght work, 
Dustin. Let me get back to you today. I can work on him.n 
So there's still a $20,000 offer outstanding and Shauna is 
talking about working on her husband to see if they can go down 
to $30,000. 
On August 21, 2014, these are text messages at 11:12 
in the morning. Shauna tex~ed to Dustin, "Dustin, Rod wants at 
least $30,000; -c.he amount I took f!'om his credit line that you 
used to pay your restitution. Need to man up and do the right 
thing." Dustin says, "You only loaned me $26,000." The next 
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collection which would ?U~ ~~ abou~ $30,000." She st.ates, 
:.hir1}: ou= agreement ~,~u and ! a~=eed to -~•tne:1 we met. is fa.i=. 
She's =eferring to that August 1 conversatio~ in which ~he=e 
we=e Do wo=ds of ag=eeme~~; $30,000 casn now an: $2,000 a mon~h 
un~il ~he o~her $30,000 is ?aid back. 
T~en it goes on ~o the next day, August 22. .l.t 9: 23 
a.m. Dustin text.ed to Shauna, "Shau:na, I'm s:>=ry to hear about. 
~,our fat.her." Ap;>are~t.ly her :a the= had been ill. "Thanks for 
;e~t~n; back ~o me. Tbe ~est~ c~~ d~ is $25,0DO. 
way to see an a:to=ney abou~ the hearing on Mon~ay. Can we get. 
this done at $25,000? Thanks." Shauna to Dustin, "I think 
so. " Dustin to Shauna, ,·· 1 need a yes or no. Please. I have a 
meeting in o:1e ho'...lr." Shauna to Dustin, "!..et's do $25,000 now 
and $2,500 next yeer when you do a ~ig deal." Shauna to 
Dust.i:1, "Dustin, I can garnish all your wages f:ir 25 ?e.::cent 
for t~e rest oz your life and have a sheriff sale eve=y few 
months if you want.. 
me." :>t:.stin to Shau:-~a, "Shaur.a, I eg::eed :.o yot:r offer." Then 
"I w~,, pay you $25,000 now a:1:i $2,500 no 
1=.::ez than one year f::om :1ow in fu.ll settlement. So we a:::e 
done. We need to have a written a;::eement to settle all claL~s 
be~ween ~sand have the j~dgement satisf~ed. • can ask Morg::.:1 
Page 17 
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or someone to write up a simple agreeme~t. Let's plan on 
payment and signing the settlement next week. I'm glad this is 
behind us. Thanks." Look at her response, Your Boner. 
'\Okay." 
At that point Shauna has made an offer. We'll 
discuss the argument that she raises that it was a mistaken 
offer. But she made the offer herself. She texted it to 
Dustin, $25,000 now, $2,500 in a year. He writes back to her 
and restates it. So it doesn't have anything more to do with 
clumsy or fat fingers. Now she's reading a text. &id it's 
very clear he has restated it, $25,000 now and $2,500 in a 
yea=. We' 11 sig::1 t.he settlement ne,:t week. I'm glad it's 
behind us. And her =esponse is, '\Okay." Then she adds an 
additional term. ''But I'm not going through any more--okay, 
but Dustin I'm not going through any more. You either keep 
your word or I'm done. Have Morgan write up something. But it 
must have in it that you default all debt--that if you default, 
all debt and interest comes back. I can't trust you to keep 
any agreement. Been there, done that." Dustin to Shauna, 
"Okay." 
So what has happened is that the parties have set 
forth in clear comrm.1~.ica tion with 2.n opportunity to re,,.iew ::.. t 
back and for~h the terms of a final settlement to resolve all 
issues. Dustin specifically also agreed to add into the 
settlement agreement the te=ms of default. 
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arisen over ~he hear:.ng that: did not a~ten~. 
,. 'i ,~ ,,,,.,,.., .. \ /. 
i .::..;-1;~\.,- f-:O 
It is curious 
Even on he= theo=y ~hat she had 
a se~tlemen~ ~ha~ was S25,000 and $25,000, i~'s c~rious th:t 
s:1e was here. But neve=theless, h~- fi=st effo=t t.o say tha~'s 
not ~u~ ag=eemen~ ~s afte= she had seen the written ag=eemen~. 
f::mn t.his is if t.he Cour: found that the legal elemen-:.s of 
rnist.aks were present to rel:.eve Ms. 3adge::- from the burden o: 
":.r.is -::;.~:>:,~c; ._;ii-\' ,-..-_,_ 
. ~ 
If we step forward in time j~s~ a lit:le ~i:, o~ ~he 
clay of ~he schedule--it was scheduled for ~he heari~g a 
settlement ~g~~~ro~n~ was prepared and submitted. I'd like to 
mark that. I' :.1 now hand you what has been m:.r ked E:,:h:.bi t 7, 
'!."ot:r Honor. This is the settlemer.t agreement prepared by :m~ 
follo-v:i:::.g ~he deliYery from Dustin of the text messages that 
resulted in the settlement. S-o I had t.he -:.exts bef o=e me v;:hen 
I prepared this settlement a;=eernen~. Sot.he ques~ion then is 
The =-eci tals ::-efer to t!'le bankruptcy coi..1rt judgement 
because it. had been tbe basis for her writ of exec~t.ion and t~e 
-
0 c~~~,~ -~~c¥ to the Fourth District w=it of execution 
19 
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p=oceedings which we=e then ongoing. Still are. Then a 
recital to avoid further expense (inaudible) the parties have 
agreed to resolve and settle the bankruptcy action and the 
Fourth District Court action. Terms of the agreement: number 
one, settlement payment. Macgillivray agrees and shall pay to 
the order of Badger a single lwnp sum settlement payment in the 
amount of $25,000 on or before Friday, August 29. Which was 
the next week, as they had discussed. Plus an additional 
$2,500 within one year. Then there would be a satisfaction of 
judgement. But only after the full amount, both payments, had 
been made and it would be submitted to Shauna for review to 
dis~iss both actions. The third one would be a disclaimer ~o 
the seized p=operty because that was not part of any 
consideration that was agreed to for the settlement of all 
issues. The fourth and the fifth paragraphs are general 
releases of the claims rising in these litigations. Then 
boilerplate language after that with respect to representation 
and resort or O?portunity to resort to counsel. Then a default 
provision in paragraph 7. The rest of it is boilerplate. But 
paragraph 7, at the bottom of Page 3, provided in the event an 
action to enforce the terrr.s (inaudible) is asserted, ~he 
prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of reasonable 
attorney's fees and costs incu=red. In the event Macgillivray 
fails to make the payments called for here in a timely manner, 
the default judgement of the bankruptcy action will not be 
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So -:he c::i::sequence a~d the te=rr;s a=e all s~t :f crth. 
=ecognized ~oi~erola~e ~na~ don 1 t change ~he ~e=res cf 
set tle.rne=::~. This was =ejec~ed by Shauna 3adger wh!ch ~~en 
-::-=omP'!:e:i ~h-=- -f-i 1 ~ng of this motion to enfo::ce. 
the legal a=gument that she raises. She does not =halle~ge 
wha~ was stated. The plaintiff does not challenge or dispute 
S2,5DO. ~-::>ur days after they had arrived at t:iat c:.P'!"t 7 ::.n,.:ant 
and she had an OP:?Or-.::mity to =eview Dustin's restatement of 
i~ 1 she said she haci made a I[l.istake. She called it a typo. 
hitting the keys to text it. 
She does not and has not contended ~hat ~his was a 
m1~~u=• m5~~=)~i:,, and that's a very impo::-t.ant factor in applying 
the law to this case. She's only contended it's a one-sided 
Ir..istake. 
?=-eciseljl t.he te=rrts of t.:i~ir ~;reement he \'l:.s net p::.rti.cipa ti..n; 
in 2. rout·...=.al mistake. 
is cont.ending that she should !:>e =eliev·ed £::-om ~he ccmsequences 
Page 21 
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, 
f 
mistake. She calls it originally in her memo=andum Scrivener's } 
error. Scrivener's error is a doctrine of mutual mistake where 
the parties have agreed to the same thing but whoever writes it 
up makes a mistake. Then the parties can be relieved because 
the mistake is a mistake that they mutually held. This is not 
Scrivener's error. The documentation was precisely--of the 
settleme~t agreement was p=ecisely what the parties had 
submitted back and forth with one another. 
So as we come back to the doctrine of unilateral 
~~stake, it's very limited in its application. It's limited to 
situations where--I think I'll discuss the first standard, a 
very heavy standa=d, ~hat a ?a=ty w~o contends to have relief 
because of unilateral mistake u.~der the Guardian v. Stangle 
case must carry the burden of proof to demonstrate that she 
made a mistake in moralizing the agreement and that the other 
party both knew of the mistake and unfairly took advantage of 
it. This quote comes from the Guardian case. "When one 
party's mistake of fact is coupled with the knowledge of the 
mistake by the other party or a mistake is produced by fraud or 
other inequitable conduct by the non-erring party the rr.is tal~e 
provides a basis for refo=ination or :::-ecision." 
Under the doctrine of u.~ilate=al ~~stake, for 
starters, Ms. Badger must demonstrate that Dustin Macgilliv=ay 
}:new she was making a r£1~stake a:-id then attempted 1~fairly to 
take advantage of it. As we consider the context of the 
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these elements have to be p=oven. They are not or's. They 
have to all be proven. With respect to the firs~ one, there's 
no uncor.scionability in a settlement of $27,500 given the 
prog=ession of discussion that led up to that. If Shauna had 
been at $200,000 and then suddenly made a mistake that she 
would claim that b=ought it to a tenth or a twentieth of that 
maybe there could be a discussion. But here we see the parties 
moving in a progressive step-by-step discussion and negotiation 
to the point where ~hey got it down to $30,000 and $25,000, 
then it went to $27,500. It's not unconscionable given the 
nature of the litigation and given the potential that we still 
had to try and see if we could set aside the de:ault judgeme~t 
and move forward. The question when conscionability can be 
made is a deterroination of law by the Court. 
The second element is that the matter as to which the 
mistake was made must relate to a material featu=e of the 
contract. We concede that the settlement does relate to a 
material feature. The mistake, excuse me, does relate to a 
material feature of the contract. So element two is satisfied. 
Element three, however, requires generally a mistake 
must have occu=red notwithstanding the exercise of ordinary 
diligence by the party making the mistake. This gives rise to 
the Court's determination as a matter of law. Did Ms. Badger 
exercise ordinary diligence? If we accept at face value an 
argument of unilateral mistake, then was she diligent? I 
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by f=aud or ineq-~itable conduct. That fails. No a=gument has 
been made. No facts presented. Then of the next elements, 
it's not unconscionable. That fails. There was not ordina=y 
diligence. That fails. We believe that you can't put--you 
can't give Shauna relief without serious prejudice to Dustin. 
So that fails. All of these are required. They're not 
alternative. Under these circumstances, the doctrine of 
unilateral mistake cannot save this case for Ms, Badger. She 
should be held responsible for the settlement agreement that 
she made. She's the one that put it into place and she's the 
one that should be responsible for it. 
Your 5o~or, I have copies of the specific text 
messages, though they are already a matter of =ecord. 
THE COURT: I have them here. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Okay. Then if the Court--does the 
Court have any questions for me? 
TP.E COURT: I have no other questions. Thank you. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. Ms. 3adger? 
MS. BADGER: Okay. Thank you, Your Honor. This is 
worse than having to speak in church. I'm very nervous. I 
want you to understand that and I would like to apologize up 
front. If I do anything inappropriate, if you would kindly 
just let me know. Because I am not an attorney. I'm doing the 
;,est that I can. 
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divisioJ of the ~RS. _ have been th:ough hell and back i~ 
=ega:cis to so rna~y things that the Co~=t is not awa=e of. :n 
=egarcis tot~~~ r~~m~~~, =ing, one o: the ?eople involved in it 
is he=e :..n the court today and I'm just shaking b~~ng h=-~--
I was wondering if we could have--if the 
Cou=t would please ask him to leave. 
TEE COURT: Who is that? 
for him to be here. , would like to request ~hat he be asked 
~o leave ~he court~oom so rh~~ T ~~n p~oceed. 
TEE COURT: Mr. Lilico, are you under any kind of 
federal indictment at this point? 
MS. BADGER: Not indictment. 
~ .... "R.. LIL:ICO: No, sir. I am ap?arently a witness 
be=ause cf Ms. 3adge='s actions. I am (inaudi~le). 
T~E COURT: You'=e a witness here today? 
MS. 3?.)GER: No. 
!1R, SC3MUTZ: No. 
MR. LI.LICO: No. 
that they--they have ques~ioned me and spoken to me and told me 
{i::.audi~le). 
' 
' ~ 
i 
I j 
j 
j 
_ j 
?age 27 
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TEE COURT: Okay. This is, of course, a public--it's 
not a public forum but it's a public proceeding. People can be 
in here. Do you mind stepping outside while Ms. Badger talks 
to me? 
MR. LILICO: I did have a =estraining order against 
Ms. Badger and her--
gone. 
TEE COORT: Oh, then you've got to be out of here. 
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: If you've got a restraining order, you'=e 
{Voices overlap) 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Not against him. 
MS. 3ADGER: No. 
THE COURT: I don't care. 
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: It's up to you also. 
MS. BADGER: This is why. 
THE COURT: You can't come in here and rr~ke her 
violate ~he restraining order. 
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: So you've got to be gone. 
MP.. LILICO: That's e>:pired. I just want to be 
clear. 
THE COURT: All right. Okay. All right. Thank you. 
Okay. Go a.head. 
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TEE COD?.~ : 
W"" 
.. ::, . 3ADGE:R: 
TEE COU?-'T: Okay. 
MS. BASlGER: J.:.11 right. 
!{R. SC3MUTZ: Ju:ige, if I may just the 
ou~set, the Co~rt coul- gran~ a continuing o~jection, that the 
T:iE COUR'T: ?.ight. Well, I =ecognize that. I think 
she was jus~ ~=ying to say ~hat there was this fellow back he=e 
MS . B~.DG ER : ,,. .... ---=.:,. 
TEE COURT: Sot.hat's--
MS • 3]..DGE?.: Thank you so much, You= Honor. 
THE COuRT: W0 '.,...:::1 past that. So go ahead and 
cor.tinue o:i. 
MS. BADGER: Yes. And, Your Honor, I understand that 
that :.s the f oc..:.s of o,,.,.. rneet:..ng he=e today. 
Your B:mo!:' to ,,':"'l'"i.;::..,..s.,...,.nd that it woulc.n' t be fair to j:.isti::e 
Page 29 
TEE C()URT: otay. 
MS. :SADGER: So will you let me l:now when I--
TEE· C01JRT: Year:, : i,.;ill. 
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MS. 3F-.DGER: --get too far off? 
THE COURT: Realize the main--~he material facts in 
my mind are--
documents 
MS. 3~.DGER: Yes. 
THE COURT: --these few days of texts. 
MS. BADGER: Right. 
THE COURT: We've got things written down. 
MS. BADGER: Right. 
THE COURT: As a lot of old prosecutors say, 
don't lie. 
MS. BADGER: Yes. 
~H3 COURT: S~ ~hey =eally like documen~s. 
MS. BADGER: Yes. 
THE COURT: So that's what we're focusing on. 
MS. BADGER: Yes. So I will focus on that. 
THE COURT: Okay. All right. 
MS. 3ADGER: And I will jest briefly just reiterate 
that Mr. Macgillivray admitted to defrauding me. He was 
prosecuted by Provo City after an investigation. 
Jf.!R. SCHMUTZ: Objection, Your Honor. 
T:!E COURT: Okay. I've--
MS. BADGER: And so signed it--
THE COURT: I've ::ead-- · 
MS. 3.~DGER: Okay. You've read all that? 
THE COURT: Yes, ma'am, I read that in your papers. 
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·: }:=.y. 
MS • 3~.:)GE:?.: 
Y.S • 31'.DGE:R: Oi:ay. 
Tn~ COU?.T: Eeca~se ~ha~'s--
MS • 3ADGE?, : Okay. 
T2E COURT: 5e~ause ~hat's the w~ole b~sis :o= ~his 
claim--
MS. 3.Zi.DGER: O}:ay. 
T:::S COURT: --~hat ~here's a settlemer.~ a;reernen~. 
THE COURT: I =ealize that. there a=e these 
conversa~ions going back and forth before that. 
MS • BF.DGER : Right. Okay. Then le::. roe go ~igh~--
T3E COURT: B:.1t t.hcse are just 1...D.:..:. ,re.:...:::,c. i...i....,ns. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
T5E COURT: Ij my mind, what's mate=ial--
MS. BADGER: Right. 
T3E COURT: --are t.hese couple of days or te>:ts. 
!'-~S • 5~ .. DGE?~: Oh.y. Be:ore the tex~s wha~ is also 
ma:.erial is that¥.=. 1~ac;illiv=ay ca.12.ed me inune::iia::.ely a::"t.e= 
ne 
as }:ed me ::.o meet with h.i.rn. 
res~~tution; ~hat he was so=ry fo= whet hap?ened; ~hat he 
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wa.nt:.ed to make me whole, is the term t.:ia t he used. A.."1.d so we 
met and we discussed the situation and we came to a settlement 
agreement. And I am just perplexed that Mr. Macgillivray and 
his counsel can continue to misrepresent to the Court that 
there was not a binding settlement agreement. 
THE COURT: Okay. Is this the confession of 
judgement you'=e re:erring to? 
MS. BADGER: No. This is during our conver--our very 
first meeting that we had immediately after the writ of 
execution in which--
TEE COURT: Is this the one on August 1? 
MS. BADGER: This was whe:::-e--t.hat I :::-ecorded, yes. 
THE COURT: On August 1? 
MS. BADGER: On August 1, yes. 
TRE COURT: And during that conversation--and I 
admitted to Mr. Macgillivray that I was recording that 
conversation, which I think also impacts it even more because 
he knew he was being =eco=ded. I explained to him my reasons 
for =ecording the conversation, because of feeling intimidated 
and framed from previous situations in :::-egards with them. ~.nd 
so Mr. Macgillivray and 1 spent a little while talking about 
what he owed me a.nd what I would be willing to do to make that. 
settlement go away. Or his--
Now, Your Eonor, I want you to realize that this is 
years and years and years and yeazs and years of Mr. 
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not to go to tbe ba~kruptcv cou=t. 
W::-i t-:en. 
sp~M~ ~hous~nds and thousands and tens of--et ~eas~ ~en 
fees a.no. ::ie::ending myself. .P.:1d as a =esult cf that, yo;,i know, 
Mr. ~acgilliv=ay has neve= made o~e effo::-~ to pay one cent ~f 
money -:.o pay his =estitution in an•::ither fraud ce..se that he v:as 
being charged with a felony. I mean, i-:.'s jt:.s-c so o..:tzageo-:;s. 
I~'s jus~ mind boggling. 
:Sut as we spoj~e at the pa::-k, M:r. Jvlacgilli v·ray--and I 
put together--you know, what I've had to deal with, You1:' Honor, 
is ~his conti~ual back and forth, back and forth. Saying one 
~hing and not following through on it. Saying somsthing 
Saying this can---:.his con~!nual patholo;ical lying 
So: wan~ yo~ t::i 
understand that ¥hen I decided to go to the hear~ng I had no--
eve:1 ::.:1ough we had reached -:.his .::et::.lement agreement, I had nc 
initial Settlement ag=eemer.t that we ag=eed to. 
?age 33 
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This is what Dustin said. I took out just the 
highlights. Dustin says, \'So here is what--here is what I 
would p:::opose." So he made this proposal to me. '\And I want 
to make you--I want to get clean so that I can pay you, but I 
can 1 t pay you $60,000 right now." My response to Mr. 
Macgillivray was ~hat I would be willing to accept $60,000. 
Now, if you take that down from what he owes me, which is over 
$230,000, that doesn't even begin, Your Honor, to describe the 
kind of financial devastation that this man has caused our 
family. And I was willing to negotiate with him so that he 
could pay back just the money, the hard cash, that on this one 
incidents where he also caused us incredible amount of losses 
through his fraud. 
THE COURT: Okay. And I--
MS. BADGER: And so I--
THE COURT: Ma'am, nobody u.i.iderstands better than me 
what you've gone through because I've read what you've put 
here. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. Let me--
THE CODRT: The issue is ~he Court can't do things 
because of--out of sympathy and so forth. 
MS. 3ADGER: I u~derstand that, Your 3onor. 
THE COURT: It has to be things because this is--
there's a duty to do this. Okay? 
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·=>1:ay? 
m:.Jch. 
MS. BADGE:?.: So I a;reed -:.o -:.he 
$6C, 000. A:-.i.d he says, "Well, do you wa:1t a chunk now a:-id some 
over ~ime?" Jmd i agreed to that. ! said, "Yes, that would~= 
f~ne," "That woul~ be grea~," I said. 
know is t:iat--so how about--I hav-e :-igl:t now $26,000 -:.o pay 
you. So how do we do this? .How do you ws.r:t to, you k."low, 
t..hen I said, "Well, why don't. we ::io, you know, $30,000 -:.his 
year and $30,000 next vear." ~-i.""ld he says again, "How long to 
pay the $60,000? So, _ mean, if you can give me a year." So 
again he proposes that.. "So t~at would just ~e easy on us 
then, $30,000 and $30,000 in a yea=?" A....,d , said, "~·es." Jmd 
then he says again--
t.o--
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THE COURT: 
MS. BADG:SR: 
MS . 5J:..DG.SR: 
I'm sorry. Where are you 
Oh, I'm actually--
w:.-~at page? 
--? ;. .... 
I took out t:.he ones that. I thought wa:::e ap?li:::a:ble 
M?... SC:iMDTZ: It's on ?age 16 oz t:.~e court reported 
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THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. 
MS. BADGER: Thank you. Then he says again to me, 
"How much? How much would you feel comfortable on a monthly 
basis?" Because I told him, "Well, Dustin, I really wouldn't--
I don't--can't trust anything you tell me. So I don't want to 
wait a whole year." P.nd we agreed that he would pay me $1,000 
a month. So would you give--then he says again, "So that would 
give you $12,000. Then I would owe you the difference? That 
is 12 plus 30, whatever that is, $16,000 and then we're even?" 
So he agreed to pay $30,000 now, then he would pay me $1,000 a 
mon-ch until the end of the yea=, and then he would pay me the 
dif::e:-ence owing $16,000. Then Dustin says again, "A.TJ.d then if 
I make that payment, you won't do any legal--or take more stuff 
from my house." And I tell him no. Then Dustin says again, 
"No supplemental hearings. Nothing. Just make it simple." 
And I said, "No." Then Dustin said, "So $30,000 now and $1,000 
a month and a balloon in a year?" And then I said, ''Yes." And 
the Dustin said, "And then that's it? ,.t:..nd then that's what's 
all done. We a=e done." I said, "Yes." 
So, Your Honor, I cion't 1:now. To me, that's more of 
a set~lemer.t agreement tha~ a few texts. 
THE COURT: Well, here's my question, ma'2.m. If you 
thought you had a deal here--
MS. BADGER: Right. 
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:i.eal w:. th ::o:1~in:.ially -~ver the years K:. :.h h~. Then=- ::ou:>le 
days 2.a:.e::-, l~=. l'-!:a::;illi vra.y calls me uo on the p:10:ne and be 
we came :.o. J....nd he says, "Well, I'm g:.iing t.o give--" 
at: :.be park he was li}:e, ''! want t:i ma}:e restitution to you. I 
want to make yo'...l whole. I'm sorry tor what I did. I \>:::.S 
Ee's the rr~ste~ rranipulatcr. Re mani-:>u.2.ates me ir-to !eeli:-lc 
sorry for him o:::- ::>eing Christ like and wanting to, you k:iow, 
help hi-L-r1 t.o pay us back.. So that way he ;e~s w~at he wants. 
Bt:t -:.hen Mr. Macgilli Yray talks a::,01.;.t spea}:ing to 
sorne:::,ody else. And he doesn't say who he spol:e to, but 
some::>::>dy else t::,ld him that he doesn't need to pay me, they can 
get him out of the judgement. They can, you ):now, ma}:e i"C go 
ev.·ay, is what he says :.o me. Whethe=--end ! assumed at t~at 
-.:hat--: "C.hi:-.k i-= was some::i:>:iy else may::>e a.:..so. on:. v 1~~::: • 
It's li~e, "I'm not going "CO pay you. Take it er leave it. 
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You know? Take $15,000." You know? "I' 11 just take the 
$25,000 that It.old you I'd give you a:1d just give it to an 
attorney and I'll fight you." You know? So here I go again. 
So here I go back again to ~eing on the defensive. 
Then he makes all sorts of subtle threats. If Your 
Honor knew what we had been through with this g~oup of people 
and even--! told at that time--Dustin brings up Mr. Schmutz's 
name. And the reason he brings up Mr. Scbmutz's name because 
Mr. Schmutz has vic-:.imized my family and my husband and I. 
THE COURT: Well, hold on a minute, ma'am. Okay. 
MS. BADGER: So I became scared. 
THE COURT: Hold on. May I ask you? 
MS, BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: Okay. You've got a $169,000 judgement 
out of bankruptcy court. 
MS. BADGER: Right. He owes me over $230,000. 
THE COURT: So and you're trying to fight an attorney 
on this yourself? 
MS. BADGER: I'm sorry, I'm trying to fight an 
attorney? 
THE COURT: You 1 re trying to fight an attorney that's 
representing Mr. Macsilli "~=ay. 
MS. BADGER: At that time I was not aware of any 
attorney representing Mr--
THE CODRT: Okay. Well, you're tryi~g to fight Mr. 
; 
"---;a:::::==========~==::;;;;:;==============·---==-· 
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MS . 3?.DGE?.: ~.:.gh'i:. 
TEE COU~T: 
c:>llecticn at-cor:1ey a:d s:i:ne ;:iu:..l:iog s.n::. 2.et t.::iero go a:::.e::- him? 
~S • 3.F .. DGER: Well, You= Roner, Ior o~e thing, we 
TEE COCTRT: 
-:izne. 
T:-!E COU?.T: The=e are numerous =.tt.orneys Salt La}:e 
!-1S . 3F .. JG~!<. ! I know. Your Ho~or, I've never ~een 
through ~his process befc=e . 
'!'~E COURT: 
MS. 3Ai::>GER: , didn't understand that. F-..nc. now I 
look bacl: and I t!:ink why d:.dn' t I ci,:i .:..t? 3ut at the time--
THE COURT: Well, I'm not sure why you'=e not doing 
that now eithe=. But--
Well, :.iecause I dicb' t :.:1.in}: I could 
wtile ~his is pending. It was my understa~di~g--
':':::: CDU?.T: You don'~ ~hi~k you c:>u~a ~ave an 
a:. t.:ir:1e v? 
MS. 3? .. DGE?:: No, why I could..~'t--I can'~ affo=d an 
att~=ney, You= Eono=. 
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THE COURT: There would be an attorney that would 
take this on a contingent fee and have it wrapped up for you in 
a mont.h. 
MS. BADGER: I'm sor=y, Your Honor, I didn't know. 
THE COURT: Well, t.he--
MS. BADGER: I'm sorry. I mean--
TEE COURT: Well, the law protects the diligent. So, 
any·way. 
MS. Bi.DGER: It's not being diligent, Your Honor. 
It's just, you know, when you go through these kind of 
emotional situations you just don't--
THE COCR~: That's wty--yea~, ma'am. I'm not 
saying--I'm not trying to criticize you here. 
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: I'm just saying--
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: --that's why you get somebody that's 
accustomed to dealing with this. 
MS. BADGER: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: Jl.nd don't try to go through it yourself. 
You }:now, you don't go and fight: somebody--
MS. :SADGER: I ag!:'ee. I u.sed poor judgement. 
':'EE COURT: You don't go and fight--
MS. BADGER: Poor judgement. 
T:-IE COURT: You don't go and fight Mike Tyson 
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.::.:...rn 
:)}:a V. 
!"'.!S . 3?-DGE?. : 
TEE C0~1?.T: Well, o}:ay. 
Y.S. 5ADGE~: F-~d I wish I could go back an1 do it 
diffe~ently, Y~~r Honor. 
TP.E C:OURT: Well, I 1 m jus~ saying--
MS . BADGER: .F..J.id so--
TEE COURT: 3u~, agai~, I can't--
MS. BADGE?.: I know. 
C·JURT: I ca!:' t :ma}:e my 
s_ympa ::r:y--
MS. 3ADGER: Okay. 
'!'HE COURT: --o= emotion or anyt.hing lil:e t.ha t.. 
B~-DGE?,: I understand that. .And I ant g::,ing t.o go 
th::-ough and tell you why I belie,.re it's still not an 
':'?..S COURT: O}:ay. Well, that's wh2t we need to get 
1:0 because--
Page 41 
MS • 5f-.JGE?. : Okay. 
TEE CODRT: --we a=e a =ule of :aw s~c~e~y. 
MS . :SA.DG:SP.: I unders~and, Your Hono=. 
THE CODRT: Vie can't be arb·i trar}'. 
MS • :SJl.DGEP.: 
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':'RE COURT: Okay. ~.11 right. 
MS. BADGER: There's no question. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. So essentially what I'm trying to 
point out, Your Honor, is that every time I S?eak to Mr. 
Macgillivray I get a different number, I get a different s~ory. 
It's just impossible to even deal with. 
When Mr. Macgilliv=ay then made these subtle threats 
to me and said that then now he wasn't going to live up to this 
agreement and wasn't going to honor anything, I did go into a 
panic because of what we have been through in the past. So I 
began ~o ~hi~k well maybe! should poss~~ly just try and take 
something that I can get because fighting him is just so 
impossible. 
So Mr. Macgillivray and I did go back and forth, as 
Mr. Schmutz discussed, and he did present all sorts of 
ridiculous numbers that were just so ridiculous. But the 
number that I came back with, that I felt was fair, went along 
with what we had originally ag=eed to in our meeting; that was 
that he paid me $30,000 now, $1,000 a month and then $30,000 
late:-. So my te:>:t back to him was, "Okay, well Dustin, why 
don't we do $25,000 now and we'll do $25,000 next year when you 
do a big deal." I obviously made a iri.stake, and that is my 
mistake. However, I've been under tremendous pressure with my. 
pa=ents dying and taking care of them. And I'm not trying to 
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Your Bono=, is that we had barely begun to even negotiate, you 
j:now, hal: of what we had left to negotia-:.e in t.e:::ms and in 
I don't know whe::-e !"'.ir. Sch.,.rr..J.tz got this i:iea. 
Maybe from ~usti~. j~st 
settlement agreement that I had to pay attc=:1ey's fees er I had 
to, y:,u }:now, gi v·e l~r. Macgilliv=ay back his things or all of 
~hese ot.he= issues that M=. Macgillivray and I still hadn'~ 
even discussed ye~. We we::-e simply trying to come to some sort 
of basis ini~ially of what he could do t.o pay us back. 
The rrain one is ~he £raud aga~n. 
Macgilliv=ay ~ells me how he's doing great.. -::·ou l:nO\o.', be 
Page 43 
Ee can e:.sily p.e.y me t..he $25 e:o $26,000 
The nex": :.hin:; : k:-iow, you lmow, he can't. pay :.. t .·· 
lying about. wha~ he can and can.;.--iot pay 
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puts me at such a ho==ible posit:on. Because on one hand, I 
want ~o get paid. I want also for, you know--I certainly don 1 t 
want to ~ank=upt he and his family. All I can do is rely on 
the truth of his statements, and that has just proven again to 
be an absolute catastrophe. 
So when I texted back, "Let's do $25,000," Your 
Honor, I honestly believed that it was $25,000 now, $25,000 
later. ~.nd he did text me back and I still didn't catch that 
mistake. But as soon as t.he settlement agreement that--I told 
him I would not have Mr. Schmutz involved in anything--was 
given to me, I immediately catched it and I texted him and 
said--and if you =ead this text, You= 3onor, it's ve=y obvious 
that I 1 m confused. , say, "Well, that's not our ag=eement." 
Your Honor, you have to understand--
TEE COORT: I'm sorry, which text? 
MS. BADGER: That's the text that I--
THE COURT: Not the one--
MS. BADGER: }l.fter I get the settleme:it agreement. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MS. BJ,.DGER: I text him back and I said, "Dustin, I 
thought we agreed to $25,000 now and $25,000 next year. That 
was :.ne agree.'l"(l.er..:. in our last text." I was just like, "What 
ere you talking about?" I honestly--and you can tell by my 
texts I was confused. I thought that was the text. 
THE COURT: But t~is is a week after the text? 
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- ,..:,:., ..,.:_, ~ 
~ ·-..:.~-~ -
3:..:~ )'O'"J. had--
t.hat. 1 s ·v:hat I 
:.he 
-:.hou::rh:: - had 
2.:nd :-~ad 't.he :.erms--=ome to an aqreemen:. on !:.he te:::rr.s of what 
was going :.o be in the settlement ag=eement. 
so 
th:>ught a ::ew t.exts was anyt.hing bind:.ng, ot.her :.han ,::oming -:o 
-~---i·•-··- \Ii •• ::.-.. 
me back. I arr. j us:. .:..:n shock tha -c, you l:.'1•:iw, M!:'. Macgilli v-ray 
c=.n even :.hink that, you r_T1ow, it's even fair for--we talked 
=ie::o=e:-.:.and and we alw:ys--even in o~r conve=sa-::.ions it makes 
So any 
discussions p!:ior to that are moot, in my humble O?i~ion, 
::,eca1.:se ev·eryt:1ing ha::. to be put in ·l'<•::-i ting, and :f cr th:.s ·very 
=eason. 
Page 45 
So :.hat, yo".l i:noy;, no--we were all on the same 
'IEE COURT: 
BADGER: To their--
T:iE COURT: To -:.he texts? 
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MS. BADGER: Yes, to -:.he texts. To the mistake of 
calling it a settlement agreement. The defenses on why I don't 
believe it :s a settlement agreement or that it's not binding. 
TEE COURT: Yes. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. ~.nd one of the things that I want 
to point out is that to create a contract the parties have to 
agree on the terrr~ of the contract. We only--and this is--I 
don't understand what this is. I beg your pa=don, sir. It's 
CV2104 and it has to do with an offer. But it states that all 
of the important terms of the offer have to be accepted 
unconditionally. So it wasn't just the money. Dustin and I 
had n·.mierous other issues that we had in =ega=d to other ==aud 
cases that he had--
THE COURT: What you're referring to there is 
probably a civil jury instruction. 
MS. B~-DGER: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: And typically the material terms of an 
offer for payment are an amount and a time. Although if 
there's not a time, then it has to be paid within a reasonable 
time. 
MS. 3ADGER: P. .. "'ld we never--
Tr!E COURT: Ji.nd th.at.' s--
MS. BADGER: --discussed the specifics. 
THE COURT: That's basically where you're at. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
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T:.£ ·:CC?.! : 
:.o one. 
:.he o-=, set. tlemen-: 
a~=eemer:ts. 3e=e, =his one is~'~ even oral. : t, s ~e.>:t. 
NS. 3A:OGER: _ understand t.nat. 
'::'HE COURT: So that' s }:ind of whe=e we' =e c.::1ming 
::r::im. 
MS. :s_~_DGER: Well, and I want ~o add=ess tha~ 
because--
TEE COU?.T: J._ll of this other boile=pla-=e and that., 
~S. BADGER: Right. 
TH~ COURT: :eah. 
MS • B~_!)GER: Bw1- 7 also have--let' s see. I also have: 
different--o~, i don't know. Let's s~~ where it. is. In 
=egards to that, Your Eonor, I also have documentation talking 
about whe:-e if you a=e going to be having something and it's 
conveyed that i~'s a general unde=standing of both parties that 
every:.hing will be finalized in a writ-=en settlement ag=eement, 
::.hen, you know, all the ~~go~~~~~ons up to that point. a~e so=~ 
of moot.. yes, -c.hey 
binding ~o a certain deg=ee, ::.hev' re no!:. totally :::-inci.ng yo:.1 
sett~ement ag=eement written up. p._,.ld, aga~n, lil:e I sa:.d, most 
Page 47 
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of the stuff ~hat's been written U? in this settlement 
agreement, I haven't even had an a~torney have a chance to look 
at, I haven't agreed to, and I don't agree to Mr. Schmutz's 
settlement agreement. 
THE COURT: Well, nobody's forcing you to sign this 
settlement agreement. I'm just trying to figure out did you 
settle the case. That's the issue before the Court. Did you 
two agree to settle the case for $25,000 now, $2,500 next year? 
MS. B~.DGER: Right. 
.,, ..... 
- !'l!. COURT: That's the issue here. 
MS. BADGER: So! want to address this about a 
,m-i 1 .= .. ::.-=·1 m.:.stake. Okay? Because :me cf the things t:i.a:. i-: 
says, that a mistake has such serious consequences ~hat to 
enforce the contract would be unconscionable. That is less, 
Your Hono=--you know, like ten ?ercent of what he owes me. I 
feel so strongly that Mr. Macgillivray needs to pay back at 
least the bare principal of what he stole from us. Just for 
his own good if not--and, to me, I do believe, Your Honor, that 
you have the discretion as a judge of what is fair and what 
isn't fair. And, you know--
THE COURT: Well, that's ~f we 1 re in a court of 
equi~y. Sere, I'm dealing with contract law and with 
settlement law. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. All right. 
TS~ COURT: So if the parties enter into an agreement 
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-=---, -:.he::--
?.ig::-:.. :i::):: r t. t.:::..s--
MS. BF-DGER: 
TE::: COU?,T: --then T ~~~'~ ~~~,,y s~t. as a cour~ of 
equity and m:>dify the par-:y' s agreeme:1t a::d so ::crt:..h. 
1'1S . 3F.DG:SR: Okay. 5::,--
T~IE C,:>:i? . .'T·: 
MS. 31:-~DGER: Well, , haven't even addressed that yet, 
$2,500 now--
Yeah, there is, Yo~r 3onc=. 
TEE COURT': --and $2,500 in a yea=. 
MS. 3ADGER: Yes, ~here ~s, and let me add=ess that 
::..n a minute. But I believe ":"our Honor ::.an rule in my ::a-v-or ;:,y 
saying that t:ie m.istal~e has such se::::-ious consequences that i:: 
is just not equita~le. 7~ is not fa.::.::-. 
~::,u know, ~r. Macgilliv:ay ~ni~ially ~old me 
that $25 to $26, 000 was :10 p=oblem. 5e had t~e money r~gn~ 
the~, ne co~ld pay rne =~gbt then. When he calls me ::.ack on :.he 
phone after talking to some;::.ody who put ~n his head well ~o I'm 
?aoe 49 
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going to get you ou~ of the whole thing completely, you don't 
!lave to pay her anything, then it's like, "Well, I only have 
$15,000 to pay you. I can't pay you any more than that." 
That's a false representation, Your Honor. That's lying. 3e--
TRE COURT: It's calling puffing in the industry. 
Ris saying that--if he's saying that, again--
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
TE.E COURT: You know, t.hat's what--
MS. BADGER: Well, I call it lying, you call it 
puffing. 
THE COURT: People negotiate. 
MS. BADGER: , know. 3ut, again, I'm trying to point 
out that all I can do is go off of what he tells me. ~.nd when 
he continually lies about his finances, when he continually 
hides his income, when he continually doest.his stuff, it just 
is not fair. So the defense of misrepresentation focuses on 
dishonesty in ba=gaining, Your Honor. A misrepresentation may 
be a false statement of fact, the deliberate withholding of 
inforrriation which a party has a duty to disclose. Mr. 
Macgillivray, for the last five years, has had a duty to 
disclose his finances, which he ~as zef~sed to do. A.~d/or aj 
action :.hat conceals a fact. You know? So I believe tha~ 
~~ster--even if you want to lo~k at our loose jegotiation as 
being binding, I thir.k that Mr. Macgillivray b=oke it from the 
standpoint that he deliberately lied to me and said, "No, I ::an 
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Conside=ation, Your iionor, is t.nat. ~ot. an issue? To 
,-.,.-c.=,~Q ;:, rort--;:,c- each party must p:::ornise to do scmet.hing. 
The=e should be consideration. 
::onsidera-:ion. I gave him--
TEE COURT: The 
cont=:-act. Consicie:::at:..on is a promise fer = p=omise, 1.r yo'.l 
will. 
MS • BADGE:R: Okay. 
THE COURT: So I'll promise to d:; this if you'll 
promise to do that. l-md that.'s what (inaudible). 
MS. 3F-_DGE?.: Can I tell you how many times Mr. 
Macgillivray p=omised me? I mean--
THE COURT: Well, what we're Seali~g w~+~ is ~his 
~ex~ on Aug~st 22. 
Okay. 
::..nt::..rnidated, ::,ia cl:rnailed. Take t.his You k .. "1.ow? 
Otherwise you'=e never going to get anychi~g. I'm goin~ to 
ghre all :.he money to a:i attorney fight you. 
?age 51 
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being Mr. Schmutz. So in a sense is not an imp=oper th=eat. A 
threat made in bad faith, implying that I can never recover my 
money, Your Bono=? I can neve=, you know, have the order that 
you signed followed because you can always hi=e somebody to or 
make threats or int.imidate people? That just goes against 
what's right and wrong. Just your basic principles. 
THE COURT: Well, if you want to make somebody 
accountable for that, like I say, don't try and do it yourself. 
Get a professional to help you. 
MS. BADGER: Right. 
THE COURT: And they will. I mean, I can't have a 
lot of ~ympathy--well, I don't hav·e ar.y--I can't have sym?athy 
at all come into my decision. 3ut it's hard for me to do 
anything for somebody who had all of these resources out there, 
With a judgement of ~hat size, there are attorneys all over the 
state that would be all over collecting that for you, and you 
don't have to pay them anything. down. So it's hard--
MS. 3ADGER: That hasn't been my experience with 
attorneys, Your Honor. You go bankrupt trying to work in our 
legal system, Your Honor, with attorneys. 
T?.E COURT: No. No. You go get a good debt 
collection a~torney and they will do this on a contingent and 
they will get you some pretty good bucks out ~f this. 
MS. BADGER: I had never done this before. 
TEE COURT: Ee's not ·protected by bankruptcy. 
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I'rr, s::==Y· - Jt.:s:.--
Well, ''""'., .~-'""~~~· ~,, ~~\~t:.-
. . . 
r C..:.:in, t. 
MS. SADGER: 
~~ def=auded me o~t of ~he money by 
mis=ep=ese~ting ~hat he was a real esta~e agen~. 
':'n:: COU?..T; Okay. 
MS. BADG~R: .ZL,d I was putting down ?ayments :iow:n on 
p::-operr.y. 
=-=-= 
MS • 3_I:.!:>GE~: 
TEE COVRT: Wha~ I'm saying is you're not going 
ge-c me r.o give you some:.hing because someone has taken 
advantage of you in a negotiation. Okay? You choose t~ go in 
and negotiate wi-:.h somebody and you basically--you get what you 
negotiate. 
MS. 3ADG~R: Okay. 
?HE COVRT: You may not get v.·.ha-c' s right, bu-:. you g-:t 
w:-.a t. y:>u negot.:.a te. S:> tha:' s wh.a-:: y:>u neea -:.:i :b. 
you'll have to nave a~=~-, p:ease. Ol:ay? 
Page 53 
MS. :...?.DGE:?.: S ~ ! --
COURT: A.""!d is t.t.is =.,... :::: ~ ... "".,-,..,.ov o,.. who 
BADGER: No, she's just a f=iend. 
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TEE COORT: All right. Okay. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. So my question to you, Your 
Honor, ~sit wasn't a final agreement. If it was a final 
agreement, then why didn'~ we need a final written up 
settlement agreement that had all of the settlement terms put 
into it? I mean, the fact that I made a simple mistake, Mr. 
Macgillivray is not harmed by that. He doesn 1 t need to take 
advantage of that. He doesn't need to profit from me making a 
simple ~~stake. Whe~her you want to call it negligence or not, 
I had in my mind that that's what it was and I believed that. 
But I do believe, Your Honor, that his 
mis=e?esentations, t~e du=ess he put me under, the subtle 
threats that he made to me when he returned his phone call 
after we had come to a wonderful agreement that could have 
worked for both of us and to me was binding because we both 
worked out all those terms, it 1 s just not fair. I 1 m sorry, 
Your Honor, it's just not fair. 
And I don 1 t believe that Mr. Macgillivray should 
profit from a sL-nple mistake. I don't believe that he was 
ha!:!ned that much. He still owed me that money. And that's 
again whe=e I come ~o this consideration. Mr. Macgillivray 
owed me that money. Be was o=dered by you to pay that money 
back. To me, cor.sideration is more than just doing what you 
have been told in an order to do by t~e court. I was giving 
Mr. Macgillivray a lot of consideration in not making him pay 
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orde=. 
MS. BADGER: Well, , know I opposed the order. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MS. BADGER: Because I was a--okay. Because that was 
the only venue that I had to--! didn't understand about the 
order to show cause that I was trying to show. But 
nevertheless, they misrepresented that they were going to do 
that on good faith. The fact that Mr. Schmutz then can just--
THE COURT: Ma'am, I'm sorry--
MS. BADGER: --use up that money. 
THE COURT: I'm sorry to interrupt. What they said 
is t.:le\, asj~ed ?S=rr~ssion -:o de?osit that amount i:i~o the court. 
MS. BADGER: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: I think they were doing it to try to hold 
up the execution of the judgement. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. But that was designated. 
THE COURT: So what I--what we--I signed an order 
that Mr. Schmutz prepared saying yes you can do that. I didn't 
say you have to do it. I didn't give him a time line to do it. 
It was pe=missive. They can do that if they want. 
MS. 3ADGER: Well, it was represented to me t~at that 
$25,000 would go to pay M=. Macgillivray's debt. Never was it 
represented to me that Mr. Schmutz was going to use that as a 
retainer. 
THE COURT: Okay, We're getting--
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. -
--
lij:e 
!'(::-. Macgi2.li -.r=ay did a~out wha:. he c:::,uld and could:J.'-: pay, t.her! 
it's not a =a~r c~ntract. It's not a fair negotiation. 
TF.:S CC>U?.T: C~n~~ac~~ don't have to be fair. They 
can't be u:::i::or.scio:-.1.ab:..e, ;Jut they d-:>n'-: have -:.c be fair. 
!~S • 3ADGER: Bue what I'm saying is--
THE COURT: 1-..:."'ld whe.re you two aren't: me.rc:iant.s--or 
whe::-e 0:1.e of you :..sn't a me.rcha!'!t, it's hard to say -:na:. a 
u:-!cons:ionable. 
MS . 3~.DG:SR: ? ... ight. But if somebody is 
IT'.is:::-ep=ese:1ting wha:. -:-h::.y ,..=.,., and cannot. pay en:i lying about--
THE COURT: 'l'b.at happens cons:..antly. When a car 
deale= says, "Mv !::>o-:t.om li:2e on this is I can sell you t.his for 
$25,000. That's as 2.o,-: as _ can go." P..r.!d so you come back t.he 
next day and say, "No, I'm only with to pay $23,000." So he 
comes ~own to $24,000. If people we==~'t allowed to do that 
wo'.:lld be se-:. and the cou:J.'t.ry would go bar::.k::-upt as a result. I-c 
would be a mono?cly, in essence, and the cou~try would go 
bankrupt. as t.ne resu~t and you and I would be penu.rio~s. So 
i 
• 
~===::::;;~==============::::::=::::========;;:::==========~..J 
?age .. .., :, I 
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you can't say in a negotiation that someone is--I mean, you 
negotiate with the Japanese, they think there's absolutely 
nothing wrong with it. You just expect them to do that. 
That's part of the culture. I'm not talking about American 
Japanese. I'm talking about--
MS. BADGER: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: You go negotiate with Toyota of Japan, 
that's what's going to happen. I }:now. I've been the:-e. So 
it just happens in negotiations. That's the way the parties 
negotiate. They give bottom lines. They say this is as low as 
I can go. They say this is all I have. You negotiate with an 
i::1surance com?any, that's what they' 11 tell you. They' 11 say, 
"I'm all petered out. That's as much as I can give you," yet 
they can go get more. It's just the way that society has 
negotiated in a free market economy for a thousand years. 
MS. BADGER: But--
THE COURT: That's how it is. I can't--that's not 
defrauding anybody. You are expected to do your due diligence 
and that's all there is to it. So I don't really see where 
there's been any fraud with =e;ard to these texts. Okay? 
The=e may have been some in other contexts, but I'm not here to 
find out a~out ~hat today. 
MS. BADGER: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: And if you feel that that's--if you think 
there's criminal fraud, then you have a remedy, and it's not to 
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:t,s 
C:·i:a v? 
t-:.S. 3J..DG~?.: Well, so ~he ce:e~se of 
~ • ~ ,-,--.~oc-,, 
----·-··-- --
appa=en-:.ly, acccrd:..:10 'to -:.he law, it seems t=, !::>-e someth.:..ng 
~:iat's--
Y'7he::-e are }'C•U getting that case? 
MS. 3ADGER: Well--
THE COU~T: What case a=e you reciting ~he=e? 
MS. BADGER: :i:t says con-:.ract a.e=e:ise: undue 
~nfluence, du=ess, rr~s=ep=ese~~ation, coercion, th~e2ts, false 
can void ~he contract. 
THE COURT: Where are you getting that? 
MS • 3.P_DGE:R: I am getting that right from all the 
o-:.her defenses that--
THE CODRT: Well, some of those things--a:::-e you 
reading a ju=y instruction there? What a=e you reading? 
l:v~S. BADGER: Maybe that's it, yeah. 
TEE COURT: Well, I don't know wha1: your authority. 
You hait-en' t cited me to any au:.:10:ri ~y. 
?age 59 
l~S . 5?.DGEP.: I'm .sc-::-.rv. 
TEE cm.1?-.T : 
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COU~T: But I don't think thst they have the 
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meani~g that you think that they have. Not all of them anyway. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
TEE COURT: Okay? 
MS. BADGER: One of the things I was wanting to ask 
Your Honor, if he would compel the defendant to specify the 
name of the person that ~ranscribed our phone conversations. 
The name of the sec=etary that did that. And what device was 
used to make the recordings. 
THE COURT: Well, let me ask this. Do you think--
well, the phone conversations aren't really relevant today. 
MS. BADGER: Oh, they aren't? Oh, okay. 
TEE C:>DRT: What's =elevant a=e these t.exts. Oi::.ay? 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
THE COURT: And I don't know if you dispute what's 
been written down for those phone conversations. 
MS. BADGER: Yes. 
THE COURT: I mean, they tend to go in your favor. 
MS. BADGER: I just don't know. I can't remember. 
That's why I thought--
THE COURT: Okay. Well, I didn't see anything in 
there that dan1ages you. I did..~'t see ar.ything that necessarily 
dam:ges the other side either. That's the Augus~ 15th 
conversation: think you'=e =eferring to. 3ut the rest, these 
texts, nobody's disputing that that's what the text said. 
They're in black and white. Those are things that you two 
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~S • 3J.;.DGE?.: 
TEE COU?..T: I'm not s~=e why yo~ need ~hat. 
MS. BADGER: Well, ~our Ho~o=, I have ~een told that 
'!'~E CO:JP.T : Well, t.her: y::r:..1 go--if some;:iody 1 s tapp-i:ig 
your phone, they're going to prison fc= 15 yea=s in the fede=al 
system. So you need ~o go tell ~he FBI o= somebody a~out that. 
O= go tell the l~cal sheriff c= local ?clice, 
TS~ COU?.'T: 3u:. th::.t' s :::·w-:--
MS • 3F-.DGE:R: Mr. ~~acgill:. v=ay has told me that. 
T:l~ COURT: I don't get involved in media ting c::-:.....Tiles 
or investiga~ing crimes. 
!'15 . BADGER: Okay. 
T!!E CO::JRT: You know, that's sornethi::-ig t.ha:. you've--
MS • 3.P.:>G ER : Ol~ay. 
T::iE COi.JRT: --got to go to law en=orsernen~ on. 
Cii:ay. J._ll =i.ght. 
TE~ CO:J?.T: Oi:ay. Thank you .. Well, anything 
fu=~he::-, Mr. Schmutz? 
?age 61 
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MR. SCHl~uTZ: Yes. I will ~every brief, ~our Honer. 
You 1 ve heard all of this but I would like to just provide some 
short context in respor.se to the statement and argument made. 
It is clear that there was no agreement reached on August 1st. 
There was a new set of negotiations that began. There's been, 
as yet, no agreement or no evidence that Dustin Macgillivray 
was himself under mistake or that he took advantage of her 
mistake. The context of those discussions are that he went 
from $15,000 to $20,000 to $25,000 to $27,500. So within that 
context. There 1 s just been no argument made that he 
participated at all. Ms. Badger said, "I made a mistake. It 
is my m.:..stake. I made an honest mistake. 11 So that's been her 
argument. The only quest:.o_n is can she be relieved f:::-orn that 
mistake. She has not challenged or disputed what she offered 
or what Mr. Macgillivray accepted in that offer. 
Although she raises a fraud of defense and 
misrepresentation, none of what she said had anything to do 
with the settlement discussion. It's all out there in other 
places. There's no fraud or mis=epresentation before the Court 
concerning the settlement discussion. She contends there's no 
mee~ing cf the minds. But the meeting of the rr~nds is clear on 
the essential te=ms and it 1 s in black and white, as the Court 
has said. 
She says there's no final settlement agreement. 
Number one, the law does not require, as the Court's indicate·d 
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mistake and apply the law that's clearly established in the 
State of Utah, she cannot satisfy the elements of unilateral 
mistake. 
Your Honor, I think the case is fully presented. Do 
you have any questions for me? 
THE COURT: No, thank you. 
MS. BADGER: May I, Your Eonor, make just one more 
statement? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MS. BADGER: I never even had an attorney look over 
the settlement agreement. I never agreed to any of the things 
in the se~tlement. 
TRE COURT: That wasn't his point. 
MS. BADGER: Okay, 
THE COORT: Yeah. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
THE COURT: He was just saying you could have 
consulted somebody while these negotiations were going on. So, 
okay, Thank you. 
~JR. SCH..1"1'T'JTZ: So we then p=esen~ our motion, Your 
B.(:mo=, and ask that the Court ;ra=it the motion ~o enforce the 
settlement ag=eement on the te!:ms that have been agreed t~ by 
the parties. If the Court finds that the settlement agreement 
as written and provided is--accurately states the terms, the 
Court could order that to ~e entered or the Court could simply 
50 West Broadway, Suite 900, Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
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Tha~k you, Yo~= Honor. 
'!'HS COS?.T: '!'he.rd: you. The Cot:rt :::.nos 
~hat o~ Aug~st 22 ~he:e were ~ex~s going back an~ fort~ between 
t!1-e parties. 
Macgillivray, "Let's do $25,000 now and $2,500 next yea= when 
you do a big deal." Then Mr. Macgillivray t.!len texted back to 
than one year from now in full settleme::1t so we are done." 
'!'hen he talks ab-::>ut having a w=i tten settlement agreement. 
Then Mrs. Sadger says, "Okay. But I'm ~o~ going ~h~ough any 
mo::-e. You either keep your word or I'm done. Rave Morgan 
w~~+o up something. But it must ha,re in it that you de.::aul t 
all de~t a:id interest comes back--oh, that if you defaul.t all 
debt--ckay. If you default, all debt and interest comes back. 
I can't trust you to keep any =-;~.:.ern.;n-:-. Been there, cione 
that." Then M=. Ma=gillivrey to M=s. Badge=, ~okay." 
Macgillivray would pay Mrs. Badger S25,000 now a::id then $2,500 
:io later -:.han August 22, 2015. JLT'J.:l then the second tenn. 
is t~ere we.s a default all the debt and interest wo~ld come 
?age 65 
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back. In other words, the agreement would be rescinded and t~e 
parties would be placed in the status quo anti and the original 
whatever amount was ordered by the bankruptcy court would come 
back. Those are the terms. 
There's been a defense lodged of a mistake, a 
unilateral mistake. There's no allegation of a mutual rr~stake. 
Of course, a mistake must be shown by clear and convincing 
evidence to rescind a contract. For a unilateral mistake to be 
a defense, the ct.her party must know of it and take advantage 
of it. I don't see anywhere in this text where Mr. 
Macgillivray could have possibly known that $2,500 meant 
S25, 000, especially when he -:e>:te::i !:>a:::k those te=ms a::id Mrs. 
Badger said okay. I'm so=ry, Mrs, I apologize--yeah, Mrs. 
Badger said okay. So we really don't get over the hurdle of 
showing that Mr. Macgillivray knew of the mistake and took 
advantage of it. 
Also, if you look--even if that were the case, one of 
the elements is that the ~~stake must have occurred 
notwithstanding the exe=cise of ordinary diligence. The Court 
cannot :ind that there was ordinary diligence in this case 
because the actual te!:Ir.s were tex~ed back and Mrs. Badger ~ad 
an O??Or":.unity to read those yet still agreed to the a.:."tl.ount. 
So the Court cannot find that this ag=eement should be set 
aside due to unila~e=al mistake. 
The terms of the agreement, therefore, will be that 
50 West Broadway, Suite 900, Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
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all deb~ and interest would be re-i~stituted. 
:>eing made, all claims :>e-:weer: "C.he ?arties will :,e re sol v·e::. 
"Wi t.h the e.>:ception C·:!: t.h~ $2,500 nex~ )'ear, v-1.:::.cn \\till be due 
~y August 22, 2015. 
That's the deal. The ~arties have agreed to ~~a~. 
MS. 3ADGER: You= Honor? 
TF.:S CODRT: .?•...:."ld let me al so say to Ms. Badger, befo=e 
MS. BADG:SR: Okay. 
THE COURT: --this is not--I'm not sitting as a lord 
high chancello= here. I'm sitting as a district court judge. 
3ere we have written agreements. We don't even have one pa=ty 
saying they said ~his and the other saying no they said this. 
I have actually what the pa=ties said here. So it's ve=y clear 
what' s g-oing on. 
w=-c: 
iss~e. 
Page r-; 01 
MS. Bl>.DGER: One of the issues I fo=got, Your iionor. 
One of the issues 
~=-cgilliYray ha:l told me I c:mld, 
T3E COURT: Well, that's--
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~S. 3ll.DGER: {Inaudible) prope=ty. 
TEE COCTRT: That's water over r.he dam as fa= as the 
Court is conce=ned. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
THE COURT: What we have here is we have an agree.~ent 
-:o do this. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. That's fine. 
THE COURT: All the things about things being 
restored and (inaudible) being restored and so forth, those 
aren't part of the agreement. 
MS. BADGER: Okay. 
TEE CO~RT: I'm just pu~ting in he=e what's ~a=t of 
the ag=eement. Okay? All right. So but I think the seven 
days is reasonable. I think that's a good interpretation of 
now. So that will be the order of the Court. Okay? 
that upon 
MR. SCH..l\1UTZ: Your Honor, just one question. 
THE COURT: Yes'? 
MR. SCR..l'1UTZ: Following up on what the Court has said 
the payment of the $25,000 all claims are :::-esolved. 
THE COORT: Except for the $2,500 that's still due. 
MR. SCH..hffiTZ: E:>:cept the $2,500. 
TliE COURT: Yes. Uh-huh. 
MR. SCHM"'JTZ: Could at that point then, upon the 
pa::innent, could we include in this order that the p:::-ope=ty that 
is still being held by the sheriff could be released to Mr. 
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- _, J' · : , : _. -_. ' c: s:. i 1: 
!--'..S • 3ADS~R: ~es, I've been peying. 
~ssue, is ~~a~ it's cost me a~othe= couole cf tho~sand cf 
TEE COU?.T: We want a clean b=eak he=e. 
1-!S . BJ:..DG~R: 01:ay. 
THE COtJ?.T: That was not addressed in ~he settlement 
agreement. I don't k~ow if that s~uf!'s even wor~h -~ 
MS. 3A!:>G:S?-: W.ell, Your Honer, I never aot. a--I mean, 
as the written stuff, we wou!d nego~iate. 
TEE COU?.T: Hold on. We're dealing with this. 
Whatrs ~he she=iff still holding? 
MS. B7'.DGER: His car and his--! ha\re a storage u.""lit 
that I've ~~Q~ paying for for four mon~hs with all of his ex~ra 
things thet are not--how do you say i:, not given--that a=e 
net--
T::~ COURT: 
did say in--i have his (ina~d~ble). 
TEE CO'CJR.T: Well, like I said, the. t.' s all. 
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t~e ca=. I don't see whe=e this changes ~hat. 
MS. BADGER: Oh, okay. That's great. Then, yeah. 
Then that's fine, Your Honor. Thank you. 
THE COURT: This is what you guys agreed on: $25,000 
~ow, $2,500 next year. 
MS. BADGER: Yeah. 
THE COURT: A..~d then if it doesn't work, then the 
thing gets rescinded. That's all I'm aware of. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. SCHMUTZ: Last question then. This agreement 
the--I mean, not sale. Prior to the hearing. 
THE COURT: That may be true, but I do not have any 
of that before me. Right now I'm enforcing the relief that was 
requested for; what was in the agreement between the two 
parties. 
MS. BADGER: Thank you, Your Honor. I appreciate 
that. 
THE COURT: Hold on. Hold on. Okay? 
MS. BADGER: You said $2,500 but I just wanted to 
clarify that you meant $25,000. 
':'3E COURT: $25,000 now and $2,500 in a year. 
MS. BADGER: See, you can do it. See how easy it is? 
THE COURT: Well, I've got two people interrupting 
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~=.:.}:.:..n~ :.c me, ma' =.tl',. 
I Y.:!OW. :'m scr=y. 
Okay? 
!~S . 5F.DG:SP.: ~-,ea::. 
Co~rt's--~ just want to be clea=, with res?ect to ~he Co~=t's 
by ~his Cou=t's--
T::E COU?.T: I don' -c kno·v,. 
:iow. 
MR. SC=:iMUTZ: O}:ay. 
T?.E COURT: That's no~ (inaudiblei issue. 
MR. S C.?.J'1UT Z : We'll look 
--
c. L. that and decide i: we 
~eed to bring i~ U?, 
TR£ COU:R.T: Okay. .Ul right. 
MS. BADGER: Thank you, Your Honor. I apolo;ize and 
I a?:?=eciate your--
~.nd the money should be paid i~to the 
1 t.hi::l: ~~a-:' s ; good s~ep. Then ~ou can get a c~e=k 
from the c•::n1r:::. Okay. 
Page 71 
MS. 3J..DG:::R: Thank you, Your =iono.r. 
~.::~ COG?.T: Ol:ay. 
M?.. SCB..111'"JTZ: Thank you, You.= 3o:ior. 
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THE COURT: All right. 
(?ROCEEDING CONCLUDED) 
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Shauna Badger 
549 W. 4630 N. 
Provo, Utah 84604 
Telephone: 80 J 221-9982 
Facsimile: 801 22.5-4576 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH CO'CJNTY1 STATE OF UTAH 
SHAUN.A. BADGER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DUSTfN MACGILUVR.A Y, 
Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
ENFORCE SETTLElvIBNT AGREE!viENT 
Civil No. 090402559 
Honorable McVey 
Plaintiff Shau.ia Badger :-es;,ectfulJy moves the Court for er: Order in Opposition of 
the Defendant's hfo:iot'! to Enforce e Settlement .t..g:-eement. 
D _, , . , ,;th • f 0"t0;... ... - ,Q1.1 ateo tms 1-=t aay O- .... ,_._;, - • . 
?. '!05 
_>#~tv/6+-
SHAUNA_BADGER 
Plaintiff 
""r-.n~s-~ UUL._;· ~ 
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INTRODUCTION 
On or about 2006-2007 Defendant defrauded Plaintiff out of over $60,000 in several real 
estate business transactions. Defendant falsely represented he was a licensed real estate agent 
and licensed mortgage broker. Defendant took money from the Plaintiff in the fonn of down 
payments on properties and then kept the money for himself, Defendant used pa.Tt of the money 
he defrauded Plaintiff out of to pay his restitution in a felony criminal case of fraud he was being 
prosecuted for. Defendant had not told Plaintiff he was a convicted felon of fraud. Defendant 
signed a "Verified Confession of Judgment" and an order was signed by Judge Mc Vey for 
Defendant to pay back Plaintiffs money. 
Plaintiff has t..ried to collect the money owing her over the pest five years. Each time the 
Plaintiff tries to have a Sheriff's sale the Defendant does a fraudulent bankruptcy on the morning 
of the sale. Each time the Defendant signs a settlement agreement Defendant breaches it and 
does not pay. Each time the Plaintiff has a supplemental hearing the Defendant refuses to 
truth.fully disclose his finances. The Plaintiff admitted at one supplemental hearing under oath 
Mth his attorney that he does not pay taxes. Plaintiff hides his income, he hes told Plaintiff he 
has no checking account, keeps an unlisted phone number which he changes and moves every 
few years to get out of paying his debts. Defendant lives a life of luxury, joining the Riverside 
Country Club and h.e.s numerous luxtLry vehicles. 
On July 31, 2014 Plaintiff had a Levy Notice and Writ of Exe::ution served by the Utah 
County Sheriffs office on Defendant at his home and non-exempt personal property was seized. 
Defend.ant contacted the Plaintiff the next morning by phone and said that he wanted to meet 
·with Plaintiff to come to an agreement to resolve his debt. Plaintiff agreed to meet the 
Defendant At the meeting Defendant asked the Plaintiff if she was taping the conversation. The 
000382 
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Piain:iff tn1t.1ful;y repiied t.½at she was bu~ only to ?rotect he:-s;lf. Defe:idant adr:tl:ted to ~e 
Plaintiff, '"Okey I ·"'·as ~rrong. I will own t~at, 01:.ay? l was v.rrong: period." and·' I wantto ma,ke 
you whole." Defenda.Tltts long history of fraud tqwarcis Plaintiff makes this impossible but 
Plaintiff was willing to work with Def end.ant again tQ wo:-k out a settlement. The pa:."iies then 
began negotiatL"l.g a.n amount for a tentative settlement agreement. Defendat1t agreed to pay · -
$601000 to the Plaintiff; $30~000 irrunediately and $1 1000 a month for the following year withs. 
balloon payment for the remaining a.ilount due and owing after a year. Defenda.'1.t s+I.Rted that 
"this is fair" and ·'that is what I was thinking" and the pa.-ties had a meeting of fae rr,hv\~ on one 
aspect of t."1e settlement, a tentative settlement a.-nount of money to be paid by the Defendant. A 
day or so later Defendant called up the Plaintiff and his whole demur had changed. He rerus,""!'l 
to live up to his word and agreement and told the Plaintiff that all he would be wiiii..1.g to pay is 
$25,000. He then proceeded to tell the plaintiff that he would hire cu1 attorney a.'ld give t.'le 
$25,000 to him instead of her to fight her. 
Defendant also made other threats that he had been told by his attorney that, " he could get 
him out of paying anythir1g," BJ"ld /or "that he would disappear and she would never get a.Tty of 
her money back." Plaintiff told the Defendant that it would be pretty hard to disappear in thls 
day and age that she would not agree to this but that she would talk to her husband. 
Defenda.,t texted the Plaintiff a sho:-t time later and the:e was the follov..ring text message 
exchanges that Defendant hes deliberately left out of his Motion. 
MacGilliva7to Badger: " I.sent agreement to shaur,g badszer@.ccmce.st.net Is that your er:"?Aii 
address? (Fri, Aug 29> 12:45 PM) 
Badger to MacGilliva.ry: Dustin I thought we agree to 25000 now and 2.5000 ne}..'t year. That 
was the agreement in our last text 
Badger to MacGiLHvary: Sorry, Dustin on our tentative agreement pending approval of your 
attorneys written settlement agreement my initial te>..1 was a typo. The 
second amount of$25,000 due the following year I accidentally texted 
$25,000. I have a recording of our conversation to verLfy this. Our 
tentative settlement agreement was contingent on me approving the 
agreement written up by your attorney. ( Mon, Septl, 11 :38 PM) 
Plaintiff was dismayed at the threats made by Defendant however, she agreed to lower the 
amount o'Ning from their original verbal agreement of $30,000 now and $30,000 in a year, 
to $25,000 now and $25,000 in a year. However, Plaintiff unintentionally made a typo due to 
bad lighting, poor eyesight and or "fat thumbs." Plaintiff on the second amount due a. year later 
accidentally left off a 0. She meant £25,000 not $2,500 as was texted to the Defendant This 
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was down $10,000 from the original verbally agreed upon amount Although Defendant tested 
back the $2,500.00 amount Plaintiff did not catch the mistake unti] a short time later. Plaintiff 
then told Defendant that she had mistakenly made a mistake and typo. This is evident from her 
honest reaction in a text, "That was not our agreement," that she was confused and didn't intend 
t.1-iat to be the amowit. Plaintiff assumed that Defendant was but again trying to pull a fast one. 
Plaintiff then texts Defendant that she had made a mistake and that she intended tote,._~ $25,000 
not $2,500. These texts were of course deliberately left out from t.ile Defendants Motion to 
Enforce a Settlement Agreement. Plaintiff and Defendant had always had in the past a..'ld 
intended a written formal° settlement agreement to be written up by an attorney and reviewed by 
both pa.rties and their counsel after the verbal parameters of the Defendant's repayment and all 
terms of settlement were established. This is also evident in the text message exchanges between 
the parties. 
0003~0 
DustL.1: "We need tQ have a ·w:-itten agreement to settle all claims ...... " 
Shauna : "Dustin o::i our tentative agreement pe:iding ap;,:-oval of your atto:neys ·written 
settlement agreement ... " 
1. nrn TEXT MESSAGES DO NOT CONSTITUTE A VA.LID CONTRACT BECA.USE 
THE .AJ,101.JNTS LISTED CONSTITUTE A SCP.lBNER ERROR. 
Firstly, t.iie text messages are mistakes ,md theiefore do not constitute a valid contract. 'The le.w 
only enforces the intent of the parJ.es as to fae fundamental agreement between them." Guardian 
State 3a.--:.k v. Sta..rigl, i79 ?.2d l, 6 (Utah 1989). Tnus! ifa document contains a nilstake, even a 
unilateral mistake, t~s docurnent is not an enforceabie agreement because it does not ~=urately 
reflect the intent of the parties. Id. 
Here, Plaintiff accidentally wrote u$2,500" when she actually meant "$25,000.00. n 
However, this mistake does not reflect Plaintirrs true intent. Only days before these n::ristaken 
text messages, Defendant had agreed to pay $30,000.00 now and $30,000.00 next year. Only 
after threatening Plaintiff that he would hire Evan Smutz to represent hi..'"!l unless s..½e red.u~d tl-ie 
ag;eement did Plaintiff agree to lower the settlement &"!lount. However, the lowered amount was 
$25,000.00 ne)..'t year~ not the inadvertent "s;2,500" that was te>:ted. it wauid be unfair for 
Defe:ldant to take adva:itage of Plaintiffs mi~..ake a.11d enforce a settlement that one of the 
parties did not intend. Because the text messages do not accu:-ate!y :efiem the-in.tent of the 
pa."ti.es, no agreement can be ma.Ttifested through t.tie text messages. 
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2. THE TEXT WiESSAGES DO NOT CONSTITUTE A VALID CONTRA.CT BECAUSE 
THEY DO NOT DEMONSTRATE A MEETING OF THE MINDS. 
~, A condition precedent to the enforcement of any contract is that there be a meeting of 
the minds of the parties which must be spelled out, either expressly or impliedly, \\rith &1-.-Fficient 
definiteness to be enforced." Ping_ree v. Cont 'l Grp. of Utah, Inc., 558 P.2d 1317, 1321 (Utah 
1976). There is no meeting of the minds here. 
In Sackler v. Savin, 897 P.2d 1217, 1220 (Utah 1995), one party attempted to enforce a 
settlement agreement by showing that the agreement was entered into with letters between .the 
parties. The Cou.rt., however, held that no settlement agreement had been reached because the 
communication "contemplated that the pa.Tties would not enter an agreement until sometime in 
the future." Id Likewise in this case, Plaintiffs text message anticipates that they would enter 
into a formal settlement agreement sometime in the future. 
The restatement of Contracts states: 
A manifestation of willingness to enter into a bargain is not an 
offer if the person to whom it is addressed knows or has reason to 
know that the person making it does not intend to conclude e. 
bargain until he has made a furJier manifestation of assent. 
Restatement (Second) of Contracts§ 26 (19gl) 
In this case, Plaintiff inadvertently Mote that she would accept S:25,000 now and a 
second payment of $2,500 sometime in the future. Defendant agreed to pay that amou.~t and 
made an offer based on those terms. Plaintiff does not ac:ept the tenns without qualifications. 
Plaintiff specifically asked for formal settlement papers to be drawn up for her review. Because 
the text messages state that Plaintiff does not intend to conclude the bargain until she has made 
further manifestations of assent, there can be no agreement. Both the Plaintiff and Defendant 
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inferred and agreed in faeir te>:t messages that the ·whole and total settleme:1: ag:-eer:ient ·v.•ould 
be in w:iting. This was the history of the parties; all prevbus settlement agreements had been in 
VvTiting and signed. 
Additionally, there can be no formal settlement e.gree:nent beca'!.!se there are material terms 
that are not discussed. 
There were numerous other issues besides t.lie tentative general a.TDount of money Defendant 
would pay to Plaintiff. The specific terms of all pe.yments, the amount of interest charged on t.i-ie 
second payment the following year, including location of payments, how peyments may be 
made, timeliness of payments, result of default, attorney's fees, specific default provisions~ and 
t.t"le pending sheriffs sale, etc. Plaintiff had indicated in his conve:-sation that Plaintiff could keep 
his car." I wi!! give you the car if you want it,, These items are nm discussed in t.l-ie te>..1 
messages. If Defendant and his attorney feel that there was a settlement agreement from a few 
te>.."t messages, why did t.riey feel it necessa.-y to add these items that were not negotiated? Tne 
only logical conclusion is that Defendant knows that the text messages do not constitute a 
binding and complete contract and they are tybg to take advantage of Plaintiffs mistake. 
P iabtiff a.'1d Defen=iant had berely began tall:L-lg a.Tld dis~ussi.I1g a total and complete settlement 
agreement of all issues between them. 
TEE TEJCf !vffiSSAG:SS DO NOT CO!"~STITUTE A VALID J►GF2Eht2l~T 
BECAUSE THEY LACK CONSIDERATION. 
Finclly, the te>..1 messages do not constitute a valid agreemem because they a:-e not 
supported by consideration. All agreements must be supported by considera-"Jon. "J..J; a general 
rule, a creditor who agrees to accept a lesser amount that is due is not bound by his agreement, 
because of lack of consideration.'1 Golden Ken Realty, Inc. v. Mantas, 699 P.2d 730, i33 (Utah 
1985). 
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In this case, Defendant owes Plaintiff over $230,000.00. He procured the funds from 
Plaintiff through fraud. He lied about the sale of condos, used Plaintiff's money that be took for 
the sale, and instead paid off his criminal restitution in another fraud case. Plaintiff has a 
judgment against Defendant. Defendant attempted to get this judgment dismissed through 
bankruptcy, but the bankruptcy court rejected that attempt because it is fraud. The $50,000 
Plaintiff agreed to accept is one-fifth of the amount that Defendant already owes. Because 
Defendant already owes this amount and because Defendant has offered to pay substantially less 
than the amount owing, Defendant has not offered any consideration to Plaintiff that would make 
the contract binding. Thus, Defendant cannot seek to enforce this settlement agreement, as it is 
void. 
4. THERE WAS NO VALID AND BINDING CONTRACT BECAUSE DEFENDANT 
BREACHED THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH A.ND FAIR DE . .\LING. 
Finally, the court should not gra.rit a judgment in favor of Defendant's Motion because the 
Defendant hes "Unclean Hands. n Defendant breached his days earlier verbal agreement with the 
Plainfulfwhich PlaintL.-=f recorded1 in which he agreed to pay $60,000, paying $30,000 now and 
$1,000 a month for a year and then a balloon payment for the balance o'Wing at the end of that 
time. Defendant after verbally agreeing to this, saying he wanted to "make the Plaintiff whole", 
000376 
then cclleci Plaintiff a oay or so later a.11d sai4 he woµid only pay $25,000 S-L'ld if the Plaintiff did 
not take th.at amount then the Defendar1t would give the money to an atto:ney to 'iight her." 
Defendant told the Plaintifft.riat Mr.Scrmrutz told him that he could "keep him from having to 
pay." Def endan: told Plaintiff that, "he could disa:;:,pear and she would never be able to collect 
anything.,, Defendant also said that he would hire Eva.11 Sclu.-nutzl an attorney t.i-iat had b~n 
azz-ested for threatening a..11d harassing the Plaintiff and her fa.'Ilily in t.rle pa.st, to intimidate and 
upset her. Defenda.11t used these real and implied impro~r threats age.inst the Plaintiff to try e,nd 
get her to agree to his offer and agree to settle for less money, in yet another tentative settlement 
agreement. 
Defenda.,t also made material misrepresentations to trie Plaintiff in his fraudulent bdu~ment. 
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Defendant claimed uJ1trut'l-ifillly that he could only pay $25,000. however, then just days later in a 
written proposed settlement agreement drawn up by the Defendant's attorney, he offers another 
$2~500 immediately. Plaintiff can only rely on tlie truthfulness of t..l-ie Defenda."lt in di~losing his 
fi.nances and what he can pay. Defendant's deliberate misrepresentation and false s+..atement of 
fact to t.r1e Plaintiff voids any tentative settJement agreement be~ween the p!uties. 
Coercion, threats, and false statements by o;ie p~""ty to a contract can void the contract. 
Plaintiff's defenses of duress a.T1d misrepresentation acijjess Defenci&"'lts behavior towards 
Plaintiff. 
It wouid be tu"1just for the Defendant in !!"!is cese to benefit from an unintentional and ;,,nooerrt 
typo by the Piaintiff. The Court needs to decide this matter in its entirety takL."lg into accoimt the 
Defenda..'l.ts admitted past fraudulent behavior a.11d his years of unwillingness to pey his Court 
ordered debt to the Plaintiff. 
000375 
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CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing ree.sor...s, the Plaintiff respectfully prays and requests the Court denies the 
Defendants Motion to Enforce a Setdement Agreement between the pa.rties, release the $25,000 
owing to the Plaintiff that is held by the court and allow the Plaintiff to continue with the 
Sherift~ s sale and award Plaintiff damages in fees and expenses related to this action a..'ld the 
pending sheriffs sale. 
Dated this 13 th day of October, 2014 
SHAT.INA BADGER 
Plaintiff 
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CF.RTYF'TC'ATE OF SERViCE 
This is to confi:m that a copy of the foregoing was hai.,d delivered to the Defenda."l.ts 
attorney listed beiow on October 14-, 2014. 
Evan A. Schmutz (3 860) 
, @d' r escnmu:z up,aw. com 
DURHAM JONES & PINEGAR, P,C. 
R.iverView ?lnz11.1 Suite 300 
4844 North 300 West 
Provo, UT 84604 
Tele?hone: (gQi) 3i5-6600 
Facsimile: (801) 375•3865 
Al!orne)'S for Df!,fc:ndanl 
fl (U/.Atct-' ;r} adt?~ 
SHAl.JNA BADGER, 
PlaL11tiff 
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"DDSTIN SETTLEMENT" 
Proceedings recorded by electronic sound r6cording, 
transcript produced by certified transcriber/court 
rsporte=; Kellie Peterson, RPR 
notary public in and for the State of Dtah 
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Audio Recording-Dustin Settlement 
P R O C E E D I N G S 
{Beginning of first audio.) 
SHAUNA: Going to meeting with Dustin. 
Hi, I'm okay. How are you? Are you okay? 
DUSTIN: 'Huh? 
SHAUNA: {Inaudible.) 
DUSTIN: Oh, driving my boy's car. I'm not 
doing that good. That is why -- (inaudible.) 
P. 118 
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SHAUNA: Driving your boy's car; what do you 
mean? 
for a kid. 
DUSTIN: I'm driving his truck. 
SHAUNA: Oh, is that your son's car? 
DUSTIN: Uh-huh. 
SHAUNA: That is kind of an expensive car 
DUSTIN: (Inaudible.) 
SF.AUNA: bkay. 
DOSTIN: So are you taping? 
SrLZI..UNA: Yes. 
DUSTIN: Are you? 
SHAUN~.: Yes. 
DUSTIN: . Okay. 
SHAUNA: Just-· because- I am protecting 
myself, Dustin,· and I -- you lie to much. 
DUSTIN: No,· that is fine. 
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Au~~c Reco:ding-~~sti~ Settleme~t 
! can•~ affc=d for you to make up 
(inaudible) -- attorneys. There is 
DUSTIN: There is nothing to hide. 
It is just to protect me. ItTs 
nothing --
DUST!N: Tha': 1 s fair. 
SHAUNA: -- regarding you at all. 
DUSTIN: No, that's fair. So whet do you 
SHAUNA: What do you want to do, Dustin? 
I 1 m -- I want you to pay the money back from me you 
stole, and I jt:st don't know if you -- if there is a 
mental disconnect with you on why you don't think that 
you need to do that. 
DUSTIN: What money, what money is that 
amou~t that I stole? 
S2AUNA: You stole $60,000 f=orn me, D~stin; 
30,000 we~t -- wjen you lied, and I went to pay your 
jail, and you got ttat money ~ack from your b~~, money 
and yo".l --
DUSTIN: Neve~ got any money back. I paid 
my re:sti tution.· 
SH...1WNA: Yes, you·. did. Oh, you paid your 
restitution? Okay, well, then why should I pay your 
Alpine Court. Repor~ing 
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Page 4 
restitution? You need to pay your own restitution. You 
need to pay me that money back. I did you so many 
favors, Dustin. I did so many nice things for you. 
Gave you money when you grandpa -- when you needed to go 
to your grandfather's funeral. I let you stay in my 
home in Park City. ! did all of these things for you. 
I gave you that money thinking that that property in 
Promontory was going to close. You 1 re either a 
sociopath, Dustin, or you 1 re evil, and I don't know 
which, !:>ut at some point, don't you think you need to 
say, "I am sorry"? 
DUSTIN: Well, I'll tell you right now -- I 
am here. Why do you think I am here? Why do you think 
I'm here? 
SHAUNA: I don't know, Dustin. I never even 
seen you once show one bit of remorse or willing to make 
one inch of restitution for what you have done to our 
lives and to me personally. And you go from person to 
person to person, and you have the same scam that you do 
over and over again. And you rr~ke a good living off of 
it. 
(inaudible) 
DUSTIN·: First of all, I don't scam anybody. 
SHAUNA: Okay. 
DUSTIN: Okay, I haven't scammed you --
I went to you·straight· up and asked you 
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A~d:a Recording-Dustin Settlern:~t 
~o~ tie money, S~auna, and we can go until you are blue 
i::: :.he face. We can ha:rri.me::- :.his :::>irer -- I am so::-ry for 
y::n:r :?ain, okay? 
SFJ:..DNA: What has happened to all, all of 
t.ne down pc.yments that I gave you, Dustir:'? You s:.molv 
signed them and kept the money, and there was like 
$30,000. 
DUSTIN: Okay, Shauna. 
S!:L~UNA: Okay. 
DVST:N: We ca~ go until you're blue in the 
face. 
SHAUNA: I have all the checks. It is 
docu.i.~ented. I have a judgment. 
DUSTIN: I know you do. You filed, you 
filed, you filed criminal cha~ges against me. 
SF.i.AUNA: Yeah. 
DUSTIN: They were all dismissed. 
SP~~UNA: Because you would not pay -- ~o, 
t::.ey weren't dismissed. 
DUSTIN: They weren't? 
S? .... L..UNA: No. 
DUSTIN: Well 
S?..J.1...tJNA: But it doesn't matter. I still 
have a judgment against you for all of that, Dustin. 
You have a concession of judgments.. So I hav-e a 
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1 judgment that is airtight that is not going to be thrown 
2 out by a judge. I have a bankruptcy judgment that 
3 precludes it from being involved in any bankruptcy. You 
4 can't file a bankruptcy for two more years. So I don't 
5 know, I -- you stole that money, For you to sit here 
6 and tell me you didn't scam me, Dustin --
7 DUSTIN: I never told you I didnit 
8 (inaudible) -- you tell me I scammed people. 
9 SH.AUNA: You scammed me. 
10 DUSTIN: No, I didn't scam you, Shauna. We 
11 have done lots of business together. 
12 
13 
14 
SH..~UNA: Okay, Dustin. 
DUSTIN: You can call it, you can call it 
SHAUNA: When I gi~e you $5,000 that is 
15 going to go towards a down payment 
16 
17 
DUSTIN: Okay, Shauna. 
SHAUNA: -- on a piece of property, and then 
18 you turn around and cash that check and keep the money. 
19 
20 
21 
22 you. 
23 
24 
25· 
DUSTIN: I didn't. 
S~AUNA: Yeah, that is called scamming. 
DUSTIN: I didn 1 t come here to argue with 
SHAUN.P-.: Okay. 
DUSTIN: What can we do to make it better? 
SHAUNA.: Okay. 
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DUSTIN: Tha't's all I ask . 
S:iAiJHA: Okc.y. 
DUSTIN: I am sorry for yo~ paij. 
SF •.Z\UNA: 01:ay. 
D:JSTIN: Okay. I am not going to admit to 
you thac !fve done anything wrong. 
SHAUNA! Okay. 
DUSTIN: I am sorry for your pain and I am 
sorry that things didn't work out well. 
DUSTIN: Okay. I was wrong. I will own 
~hat, okay? I was wrong. 
!:letter? 
$60,000. 
SHAUKA: You were wrong about what? 
DUSTIN: I ~as wrong, period. 
SHAUNA: Yeah. 
DUSTIN: Yeah. 
SF-~UNA: Okay. 
DUSTIN: So how do you want to make it 
S?. .. ~UNA: Ok.2.y. I wan't you to pay me back my 
DUST:N: Okay. 
SH~ .. UNA: You owe me over $200,000 right now. 
It is compounding at 12 percent per month, so the 
interest is running, yo~ know, wild. It's well over 
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I think it's $230,000 at the moment that you owe me. 
You know, that's money, Dustin, whether you want to 
3 admit it or not. I don't care if you admit it on tape 
4 or not. I have nothing to do with that. The only 
5 reason I am taping it is to protect myself, so that you 
6 and your business partners can't accuse me of something 
7 that I didn't say. 
8 DUSTIN: Shauna, the only reason you're 
9 doing -- taping me is so you can use it against me. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
S2AUNA: No, absolu~ely ~ot. 
DUSTIN: I understand. I get 
SHAUNA: It is to protect myself. 
DUSTIN: Can I ask you a couple questions or 
14 are we going to go --
1 -
_:, 
16 
SHAUNA: Yeah. 
DUSTIN: So did you go to the IRS and talk 
17 or whistle blow against Harrison? 
18 SF.~UNA: I am not here to talk about 
19 Harrison. 
20 DUSTIN: Okay, but you did me, too. I mean, 
21 you whistle blew me. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
SlL~UNP..: No, I am not -- no. In fact 
DUSTIN: Okay. 
SHAUNA: That's interesting because I am not 
going to go there, because I am not--. I am not here to 
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DOST:N: No, I get it. 
s:=-... A.UNJ:.: So if you are trying to get me to 
t2.lk :.bout him, I am not g-:::,ing to do that, Dt:stin, and 
that is one of ~he reasons I am taping the conversation 
5 is because I don't trust you. 
i 
8 mea~, I am here to make resti~ution with you. That is 
9 all I want to do is make it right . 
., r, 
.:.\.i 
, , first co:i:.acted them. No, I was contacted. 
12 DUSTIN: Okay. 
13 SHAUNA: But n~body is going to believe 
14 that, so it doesn 1 t matter. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
:ion't care. 
DUSTIN: It is neither here nor there. I 
SEAUKA: Yeah. 
DUSTIN: I really don 1 t know. 
DOSTIN: All I k~ow is th:t -- so how about 
21 so I have right now 25, 26,000 to p~y you, so how de 
22 
23 
24 
25 
we do how do we do this? 
Sf ..... Z..i:JNA: So why don't you, why don I t you pay 
the $25,000, and I don't know. How much your car is 
worth? 
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DUSTIN: I owe -- my car is leveraged. 
2 
3 
There is nothing on my car. I owe a credit union on my 
car. Maybe you will see the money and it is not -- and 
4 it is worth what I owe. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
:o 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
SHAUNA: Okay. What is the year of the car? 
DUSTIN: It is an '03. 
SHAUNA: '03? 
DUSTIN: Yeah. 
SHAUNA: Okay. And you owe what? Maybe 
$26,000 on it? 
DUSTIN: Oh, no. It is only worth --
Shauna, it is only worth maybe 12. You can't even sell 
it for $10,000 on KSL. 
SRAUNA: Really? 
DUSTIN: You will see. I am not lying to 
16 you. I know cars, and I owe $10,000 at the bank, $9,500 
17 and change, so ~here is not any equity in it. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
SF ... l\.UNA: Yeah. 
DDSTIN: I will give you the car if you want 
it. I don't -- there is no equity there, and the car is 
falling apart, so I wish I mean, I haven't even 
22 registered this thing because I am just waiting for it 
23 to die. A-~d I am going to get a new car, either way. I 
24 am going to pay it off and figure it out but 
25 SHAUNA: Well, I think it sounds to me like 
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l :n::ir:.ey. 
2 Cl :.:!J. 
3 DUSEN: (Inaudible) -- I am not. a mem::>e= of 
4 t.he clu:,r anymore. So ! did th2.-:, I did t.hat so that my 
.., daughter could get married the;re. s~, Shau~a, yo:1 know 
6 
7 
8 
9 
:o 
11 
12 
13 
14 
:: know h:>w to make money, just like you know how to make 
mor~ey. 
to do, 
We all know bov; to make money. Wh2.t do y·:n1 
Shauna? 
SHAUNA: What do you want to do, Dustin? 
SH.AUNA: Okay. 
DUSTIN: So I can move on with my life. 
DOST IN: A..'ld not because you did that. 
want 
I 
15 have been trying to figure out how to make you whole for 
"l,.. 
.LO 
17 
18 
29 
20 
21 
23 
24 
25 
a while now. It's not like I haven't 1 so ... 
SHAUNA: So, anyway 
DDSTIN: So here is what, here is what I 
would propose. 
of us 
SEAUNA: :eah. 
DCST!N: We can talk probably ten hours and 
S? ... AUNA: Yeah, bwt-
DUSTIN: It is not going to help either one 
because it's made my life hard, it's made your 
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7 
life hard. 
SHAUNA: Uh-huh. 
DUSTIN: A..~d I want to make you -- I want to 
get clean, so I can pay you, but I can't pay you $60,000 
right now. 
SHAUNA: Uh-huh. 
DUSTIN: Do you want to do a chunk now and 
8 some over time, or do you want a settlement now? 
9 SHAUNA: Yeah. No, we can do that, do a 
10 chunk now and then over ~irne. The ?~oblern is, Dustin, I 
il am not going to go into -- I am not going to play the 
12 game, anymore. 
13 DUSTIN: No, no, you don't have to. I 
14 would.! 1 t ask until it is all paid and then you release 
15 everything. I know, I am not -- I am never going to ask 
16 you to. I arn in a good spot right now, Shauna. I am in 
17 a good spot. 
1B 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25· 
S ?.AUNA: Good • 
DUSTIN: I am trying to live right, trying 
to do right. My wife just went to the temple for the 
first time in 38 years, you know. 
so ... 
SHAUNA: Well, good for her. 
DUSTIN: Yeah. 
SHAUNA: You know, I really have been h~rt, 
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how to pay ter ~ack." She is ~he o~Q --
SEADKA: 3t:t you dicn't bo::::-::-ow it from me, 
:n.1-: that's oke.y. You can sav bor::::-~w it, but no --
DUSTIN: (Inaudible. ) 
Sli.!\.UNA: Well, you borrowed I ciid loan 
8 you some money, but most of that money, you ke:;>t 
9 DUSTIN: Here is what I ::::-ernember --
1 0 ( .: -. ;:, -~ .-: .; ~. 7 =- • ) 
11 SH .. ~UNA: Scammed me out of. 
DUSTIN: (Inaudible) -- I really 12 
13 (inaudible).-- sea.~, and I get that you are hurt. You 
14 know, I get 1~. 3ut here is what I would ask. 
, -
- :, 
17 ::::. scam. 
18 
20 
It was a scam, yeah. 
DUSTIN: (Inaudible) -- didn't ~hink it was 
SF .... ~tJN~ .. : No, I thir:k -- yeah, they did. 
DVSTIN: ( l:r.a1..1di:,le.} 
21 ci:rciliv.sta:-~ce.s of why you got o=f, you l:.::iow, v-:hy you 
22 us~~lly get cff. 
23 
24 
,-
- :, this area. 
DJSTIN: W~y is ~hat? 
SH..~UNA: There are a let of collusions in 
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DUSTIN: Well, I know there 1 s -- (inaudible) 
2 collusions. 
3 SnAUNA: Yeah, you know, between the justice 
4 system and the legal system, and you can buy people, 
5 
6 
7 
8 
yeah. 
(End of first audio portion.) 
{Beginning of second audio portion.) 
SH..~UNA: So are you employed, then, as far 
9 as -- I mean, I was going to have a supplemental 
10 hearing, b~t I just as soon, you k~ow, skip all of that 
11 and --
12 
13 
14 
15 
DUSTIN: Just take -- let me ask you this: 
Row much time -- let's say for easy numbers, let's just 
say I gave you $25,000. 
SHAUNA: Well, who are you working for right 
16 now? I mean, do you have a job or just --
17 
18 
19 
20 
DUSTIN: (Inaudible. ) 
SF .... ~UNA: So you just work for yourself? 
DUSTiN: Yeah. 
SF.J.l:ONA: Okay. Are you working in Park City 
21 still or --
22 
23 
~OSTIN: I do a lot of work in Park City 
still, yea:i. So 60 is your number. Right? That is 
24 what you feel 1 s owing? 
25 SHAUNA: That 1 s -- yeah, but it's like --
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y~u know, Dustin, i~ 1 s hard ~or me to 
m:..::imum, yeah. 
)lJSTIN: So how mu:::n 
SHAJK;: I am not a pa=t of _ don'~ know 
what is going on with -- the=e's no ~r~m~~~, cnarges 
t:na t I know of, Dustin, or ar;ythi:-!g like that. I am not 
a par~ of any of ~hat, so ... 
DUSTIN: With Harrison? 
SE.AUN.~.: I -- like I said, I am not going 
DUSTI!~: 
SHA.UNA: You are talking about with you. 
DUSTIN: Well, I had nothing -- I had no 
2-egal -- (inaudible) -- since the last time, seri-ously . 
SHAUNA: :eah, so ... 
DUSTIN: I don, t ¥-?ant too rr1any enemies and I 
do~'t want -- (i~audible) -- people owing money, a~d 
so ... 
\,· -'h - -
.:.e:;. •• 1 SO l c;_,ffi -- you l:n::,w, 
I just feel like I have been, you 
th~t position, v(ne:-e you ca::1 lie 
you s-:ole, you ,mow, part of 
DUST:N: ?s.rt of what? 
SH.~UN~.: I :ion't know~ 
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DUSTIN: { !naudible.) 
S:i..7:1;.UNA: Okay. 
DUSTIN: (Inaudible.) 
SHAUNA: Probably a really smart thing. 
DUSTIN: How long, how long -- (inaudible) 
6 to pay the $60,000? 
7 SHAUNA: Well, you tell me what you can do. 
B I mean, if you are doing that well, it seems to me 
9 DUSTIN: No, I am not well. I just I 
10 =eleased all my debt, I don 1 t have a lot of debt. I 
11 dontt have a lot of bills. I live very simple and make 
12 a good -- (inaudible.) And so, I mean, if you can give 
13 
14 
me a year 
SF-~UNA: Yes, that would be awesome. That 
15 would be great. 
16 
17 
18 
DUSTIN: So that would just be easy on us, 
30,000 and 30 in a year? 
S2.~UNA: Uh-huh, or you can do a little 
19 every month. I think Itd feel more comfortable doing a 
20 
21 
little bit ev-ery month. 
DUSTIN: How much, how much would you feel 
22 comfortable on a .monthly basis? And then maybe a 
23 litt.le --
24 
25 
SHAUNA: Why don't we just divide it --
yeah, why don't we do $1,000 a month? 
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DUSTIN: That is fair. T~a~ is what_ was 
SH.c.UNJ:.: Yeah. 
DUSTIN: So that wo'..lld give you 12,000, then 
I would only owe you the dif:erence, that is 12 ~lus 30, 
whc.;_ever that number :.s, 16,000 bucks, =.!1d then we ere 
eve::i. 
SHAUNA: Uh-:mh. 
DUSTIN: P..n-::i then if I make that payment; 
house? 
S2AUNA: No, unh-unh. I won't have any more 
sheriff sales, or, you know, it will be all behind us. 
Just make it simple 
SH ... ZI..UNA: No. 
DUSTIN: So 30 now and 1,000 a month and a 
balloon in t~e year? 
we a=e done? 
DJST:N: z,~ ~~=n ~hen that's all do~e, the~ 
SiiAUNA: Yes, then we are dc,r;e, y1.:p. 
(End of seco~d au~io.) 
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COJNTY OF SALT LAK~ 
I, Kellie ?etersoD, Registered 
?ro~essional ~eporter in and for ~he Stace of Utah, do 
here:iy certify: 
That on Octo:ier 8, 2014, I transcribed an 
=1=r:~o~ir sound recording: 
?age 18 
?~~= ~ 1:fie ~ · - --·L·-.,, => a:-~•:l -cest.imo~~~, :)f all 
speakers were reported by me ~n s~enocype and thereafter 
transcribed, and that a full, true and correct 
~ranscript of said statements and testimony is set forth 
in the preceding pages according to my ability to hear 
and understand the electronic sound recording provided: 
I further ce.rtify 1...,0:... I am not kin or 
()~r'1er~.!ise assc~:-:=.ted ¼1 ith an~' -:if :he parties to said 
c3~5e of act~o~ a~d ~~a~ 1 a~ ~ot in~erested i~ the 
Witness my hand and official seal cnis 8th 
day of Octo~er, 2014. 
; 
...... ···---···- . -· .~) 
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lM ess~g2 
rri , Aug 22, 9 :23 .~ ./ 1 
Shauna, l 1m sorry to hear 
about yci"ur fath8r. Thanks 
,. 
for getting back to me. 1 he 
best I can do is 25k. l 1m on 
my way to s-ee an attorney 
about the hearing on 
r\~onday. Ca.n we g0t th is 
done at 25k? Thanks 
Fri , Aug 22, 10: 50 /:..M 
I ne8·d ·· a yes or no ... 
Please~ .. I have a meeting 
·.: . .. ' . : . ' .. -
in 1 .hr .... · 1. <· · ··: 
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Shauna, I agree to your 
offer. I wiJ I pay you 250Q0 
novv and 2:SOO no later 
than one year from no\N [n 
fuU settlement. So vve are 
Done. \/Ve need to have a 
vvritten agreement to settle 
all claims betvveen us and 
have the judgment 
satisfied . I can ask f\~organ 
or someone to VvTite up a 
. I .l. L .L.I s1mp e agreemenL. eL s 
plan on payn11snt and 
signing the settlement next 
V✓eek. I I n1 glad this is 
behind us. Thx 
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Mon, Aug 25, 5:47 Phil 
Is that vour .email address? 
-· 
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Fri, Aug 29, ·, 2:45 Plv1 
Shauna, I have the 
$25,000 ready to deliver to 
you as part of our 
settlement agreement. I'm 
confused by your last 
email. Are you willing .to 
receive the payment and 
perform your end of the 
settlem-ent agreement?· 
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